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Vagina Monologues educates, entertains

Popular performance once again
showcases taboo talking points

Page A10

Editorial: Enforce tobacco free or let smoke

Unclear punishment leaves too much
wiggle room in tobacco free initiative

Playoff race coming down to wire

Page A6

Black Bears on the outside looking in
with 2 weekends left in regular season

Page B1

Chemical reaction causes Hitchner gas leak
Accident caused by improper disposal of chlorine tablets; of 150 people in building, four examined, cleared at Cutler
rial Union on Sebago Road,
primarily houses courses that
focus on chemistry and biology. Faculty and students
realized the danger of the
chemicals that are used in the
building and have experienced
similar but less serious events
in the past. Even so, several
staff members were caught off
guard.

third floor hallway was attempting to dispose of chlorine
tablets by neutralizing them in
water and sodium bisulfate in a
Hitchner Hall was evacuated
bucket. The reaction produced
at 12:15 p.m. last Thursday due
an excess amount of chlorine
to a hazardous gas leak caused
gas, which the technician atby a chemical reaction that was
tempted to contain by putting
not properly contained. Local
a lid on the bucket. Chlorine
police and fire crews cordoned
gas is very hazardous, and exoff the building and worked to
posure can cause damage to
vent the gas out of the buildthe eyes, nose
ing. By 2:15 p.m.
and respiratory
the same day,
the building was
“We’ve had these before, but nothing this system.
deemed safe for
significant. I think this is the first time the cianThethentechnitrigpeople to return.
fire alarm’s gone off [in Hitchner Hall].”
gered the fire
Around
150
alarm and called
people were in the
UMaine
building at the time
Anonymous staff member the
Police Departof the incident.
ment.
UMPD
Four
occupants,
officers
were
who were in close
“We’ve had these before, but on the scene by 12:15 and proproximity to the reaction when
it occurred, were sent to Cutler nothing this significant,” one ceeded to evacuate people from
Health Center to be examined staff member said. “I think this the premises. Crews from the
and were cleared. No further is the first time the fire alarm’s Orono Fire Department and the
gone off [in Hitchner Hall].”
Orono-Old Town Emergency
injuries were been reported.
At approximately 11:47
Hitchner Hall, located directly across from the Memo- a.m., a lab technician in the
See Hitchner on A2

By Cameron Paquette
For The Maine Campus

Jesse Scardina • Editor in Chief

A chlorine gas leak closed down Hitchner Hall Thursday afternoon for two hours. Four people were
examined at Cutler Health Center, but no injuries were reported. Around 150 people were evacuated
from the building.

Flooding in
Students unsure if UMaine
tobacco free initiative working several units at
The Grove
By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

With the University of Maine’s
Tobacco-Free Campus Initiative
turning two years old in January, students on the University of
Maine campus feel that they see
less smoking around campus, but
the program is not working.
One hundred students were
asked by The Maine Campus on
Thursday, whether they have seen
more smoking on campus in the
last year or two if they think the
tobacco-free initiative is working;
and whether the campus should
be tobacco free.
Of the 100 students, 74 said
they have seen less smoking, six
have seen more and 20 didn’t
know.
However, 45 out of the 100
students said the initiative isn’t
working, 42 said it was and 13
didn’t know.
Dean of Students Robert
Dana, who has been involved in
all stages of this project, believes
the initiative has worked.
“Any public-health campaign,
you don’t expect a zero-sum re-

sult,” Dana said. “If you look
where the smoking was, it’s no
longer,” he continued.
However, while smoking near
entrances of popular campus
buildings and on the mall may
have diminished, other areas
across campus have cropped up
as popular smoking hangouts.
“I’ve seen a lot of ‘designated’
smoking areas around campus,”
said Krystal Mudgett, a secondyear social work student. “There’s
an area behind Barrows [Hall]
and on the edge of the parking
lots. I think it’s a big jump from
smoking to nothing.”
Various spots across campus
have been seen as highly populated smoking areas, including the
side entrances to the Fogler Library, outside of Neville Hall and
behind Shibles Hall. Dana said
that when the project was first
talked about, the idea of designated smoking areas was brought
up, but it’s not a conversation that
has been ongoing.
“People wanted that, thought
it was a middle ground, but I’m
not going to congregate the smokers,” Dana said. “Having smok-

ing huts, I think it’s counter to
what we’re trying to do. I feel bad
for anyone who has to sneak their
smoke or hide in a certain place,
because that can’t feel good.”
The idea for the ban on tobacco was a progression, according
to Dana, that had already been
happening for decades.
“It used to be, you could
smoke in the classroom, then that
changed,” Dana said. “So then

you could buy cigarettes in the
bookstore and in the residences
halls, but that changed. Then you
couldn’t smoke in public places,
and I think this is just a continuation of that approach.”
In addition to the two questions about the tobacco-free initiative, 100 students were asked

Melting snow caused water to seep
into several townhouse apartments
By Jesse Scardina
Editor In Chief

One more thing can be added to the the ongoing issues that continue
to plague The Grove housing complex in Orono: flooding.
On Wednesday, a number of tenants complained of flooding in their
first-floor apartments. According to the Bangor Daily News, this was
caused by the snowmelt runoff.
“Melting snow resulted in water pooling around the back area of seven townhouses,” said Jason Chudoba, the Campus Crest spokesman who
responded to the BDN. “Falling temperatures at night caused the water to
freeze, creating an ice dam that prevented the water from dissipating. As
a result, water seeped into those seven units.”
One unit that was affected was that of third-year microbiology student
Kirsty Moriarty. Moriarty said she woke up to find water running underneath the unit’s refrigerator.
“I went to the clubhouse and said there’s some water in my apartment,
and they said, ‘OK we’ll call it in,’” Moriarty said. “I came back, and
my roommate was emptying all the food from our pantry because it had
been soaked. [My roommates] had to move the TV from across the room
because the carpet was soaking up water. You could see the water pouring out. It took maintenance almost three hours to get there and clean up.
It was seeping through the walls.

See Tobacco on A4

See Grove on A4

Student Entertainment deficit covered
By Liam Nee
Staff Reporter

During their Feb. 29 meeting, the University of Maine
General Student Senate passed
a resolution to recommend the
University of Maine to observe
Veterans Day, approved a previously denied funding request
for Alpha Omicron Pi’s annual
Mr. Fraternity competition and
granted $1,410 to the Equestrian
Team for upcoming Intercollegiate Horse Show Association
competition.
Goode: No spring concert

due to financial reasons, deficit
covered
Vice President for Student
Entertainment Sarah Goode announced that, due to financial
reasons, there would be no spring
concert this year.
This confirmed assumptions
made after the University of
Maine Student Government, Inc.
division responsible for student
entertainment declared a deficit
three weeks ago.
The shortfall — originally
estimated to be around $13,000,
but reevaluated to $10,526
— was covered after a funding
request from Student Entertain-

OntheWeb
Get breaking news

at mainecampus.com

ment was approved by the GSS
in the amount of the reevaluated
total. According to Vice President for Financial Affairs Ray
Updyke, the estimated figure
was off, due to a reduced number
of bookstore bills and not having
paid for an insurance policy for
a concert.
“[The Executive Budgetary
Committee] debated whether to
take it from unallocated now or
from next year’s budget,” Updyke said. “Certainly a better
choice to take from unallocated
now — covering mistakes within
the same fiscal year makes it a lot
more sense.”

Curious as to whether Student
Entertainment was planning to
pay back the deficit, Sen. Ryan
Hall asked Updyke if this was a
“Get Out of Jail Free” card.
“Yes, it is,” Updyke said.
“This needs to be paid off so
next year’s [budget] isn’t affected. If we didn’t [pay it off now],
it wouldn’t look good for auditors.”
Near the end of the meeting, Updyke said the GSS had
$22,500 total in unallocated
funds for the remainder of the semester. This total is $17,500 less
than what the GSS ended last
year’s budget with: $40,000.
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Goode, who did not fully
take over the role of the executive position until after most of
last semester’s concerts were
planned by former VPSE Jon
Allen, attempted to request
$20,500 earlier last week but it
was unanimously denied by the
EBC before reaching the GSS
floor. According to Goode, the
request was an effort to put on a
spring show.
Goode said she would be putting together a bus trip that will
travel between UMaine and Colby College in Waterville for the
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis with
Iggy Azalea concert at Wad-
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sworth Gymnasium on April 12.
General admission for non-Colby students is currently sold out.
According to Goode, the trip’s
cost will be taken from her own
salary.
Goode has crafted a survey
that will be used to plan for
this upcoming fall semester’s
concert(s). The survey can be
found here: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CPHH5GH.
Veterans Day recommended
by GSS, Dean Dana speaks
See UMSG on A2
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As sequestration looms,
Tipping-Spitz,
Senator Collins takes center stage Cain participate
in public forum

Photo courtesy of Medill DC via Flickr

Susan Collins, left, and Joe Lieberman, right, in January, 2012. Collins looks to protect Maine’s interests during looming sequestration.

By Justin Lynch

For The Maine Campus
U.S. Sen. Susan Collins
will play a crucial role this
week as she attempts to get
her colleagues in the Republican party to strike a deal with
Democrats across the aisle to
pass a budget and avoid more
than $85 billion in automatic
spending cuts known as the
sequester. Collins has been
one of the only Republicans
who have been willing to compromise with her colleagues
across the aisle, making her a
key vote for any budget agreement.
“I believe members of both
parties need to work together
on a plan to avoid the devastating impact of these meat-ax
cuts and to set our country on
a path to long-term stability,”
Collins said.
Collins, a native of Caribou, is known to work across
the aisle with her Democratic
colleagues, voting for the 2009
stimulus package. But if a deal
is not reached by March 1,
Maine could be heavily impacted by the spending cuts

UMSG
from A1

An act, sponsored by Sens.
William “Nick” Smith and Lee
Jackson, to recommend that
UMaine officially observe Veterans Day was approved by the
GSS.
The recommendation, which
must be approved by the university’s Faculty Senate, attempts to
garner appreciation for all veterans and their families by cancelling classes each November 11
just like most other nationally
recognized holidays.
As the flagship university of
the University of Maine System,
UMaine is just one of the two
campuses out of the eight-campus system that holds classes on
Veterans Day.
Dr. Robert Dana, vice president for Student Affairs and dean
of students, spoke in advocacy
for the recommendation for Veterans Day recognition during
the meeting’s general good and
welfare.
“Nationally, many people
step back on this day,” Dana
said. “There’s probably none of
you in this room who don’t know
someone that has been associated
with the military … I encourage
broad discussion and I certainly
support the engagement of the
university with recognizing the
holiday.”
If approved by the Faculty
Senate — who determines most
things having to do with the university’s calendar — there would
need to be a further suspension
of rules in order to see the recognized day appear in scheduled
holidays before the 2016-17 academic year. UMaine’s academic
calendar was approved for the
next two years during UMS’ Jan.
28 meeting.
“I believe that if we have a
coherent discussion and show
interest from the students, we
can see change,” Dana said. “It’s
a reasonable discussion to have
and some would argue it’s far too
late in 2013 … It’s never too late
to start discussion.”
Following Dr. Dana’s statements, Christopher “Chris”
Phinney, club president for the
Veterans Club, announced his
club’s full support for the recommendation and said most
students who are veterans end
up skipping the day regardless
of their class schedules to attend
parades, ceremonies, etc.
Smith and Lee spoke jointly

due to budget cuts in areas like
Naval shipbuilding.
“Failure to avert such an
outcome could have severe
ramifications for the nation’s
ongoing shipbuilding efforts
and for the thousands of talented and trained professionals at Bath Iron Works, our
nation’s premier shipbuilder,”
Collins said.
Bath Iron Works is one of
the largest shipbuilders in the
U.S., employing over 5,000
employees in Bath, Maine.
The immediate consequence
of sequestration will be a drastic cut in military spending,
starting with a 20 percent reduction in the operations budget, according to Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Jonathan
Greenert.
That 20 percent cut will
largely affect the maintenance
portion of the Naval budget,
meaning that ship-repair yards
like the one in Portland will
be drastically affected, among
other military contractors in
Maine.
A Pew Research Center poll
found that Americans overwhelmingly oppose the $85
before the GSS approved the
Veterans Day recommendation,
announcing full support from
State Sen. Emily Cain, member
for Maine’s 30th district and
plans to meet with Maine Gov.
Paul LePage. Smith and Lee
said they also spoke with various
members in the Orono and Old
Town communities including a
former brigadier general.

billion of cuts that are slated
for March 1, with respondents
favoring an increase in spending or maintaining current
levels in 19 out of 19 categories, as opposed to the cuts in
programs that will occur if the
sequester happens.
“This isn’t a Republican
problem or a Democratic problem, it’s an American problem,” said Collins, who will be
visiting UMaine in the spring.
“Congress and the president
need to reaffirm to the American people that we can and
will respond to the very real
problems our country faces.”
Collins will need to run
for reelection in 2014 if she
wishes to keep her seat in the
Senate, but that should not be
a problem according to professor of political science and
polling expert Amy Fried.
“She would be the very
strong favorite should she be
the Republican nominee,”
Fried said. “While some Republicans are unhappy with
Sen. Collins, there was more
Republican grassroots unhappiness toward Sen. Olympia
Snowe, and most of that disapproval has faded.”
Snow retired from the U.S.
Congress in January after 18
years of service, citing hyper
partisanship and frustration at
the dysfunction of Congress.
Zachary Nichols, president of the Libertarian group
UMaine Students for Liberty,
disagreed with Fried.
“I think the number of Republicans who tossed their hat
into the ring when Sen. Snowe
announced her retirement,
nearly all of them more conservative or libertarian-leaning, indicates that a challenger
is likely,” Nichols said.
President of UMaine College Republicans Cam Marcotte agrees with Nichols, but

high cost for renting it. Also,
many senators were hesitant to
approve something that had been
completely voted down during
EBC’s meeting.
For campus events, organizers generally have three choices
when choosing a venue: Donald
P. Corbett 100, which can seat
350 people; Hauck Auditorium,
located in the Memorial Union,
which can seat 500; and the CCA
which caps out at 1,800.
After much discussion, Sen.
Brittany Cote amended an
amount of $800 to be cut, thus
splitting the request in half. This
was approved by the GSS.
Six other funding requests,
under $1,000, were approved
by the GSS for a total of $2,485.
Women’s rugby received $778

he thinks a challenger will not
be successful.
“I think, with the high approval ratings that Collins has,
she will win quite handedly,”
he said.
Marcotte said the UMaine
College Republicans would
absolutely endorse Collins if
faced with a challenger.
“I met Sen. Collins at the
State Convention last year,
and she was very impressive,”
Marcotte said.
At a time when approval for
Congress is at 15 percent, Collins has an approval rating of
63 percent, with a 24 percent
disapproval rating, according
to Public Policy Polling.
Part of that high approval
rating is due to her bipartisanship, but also her dedication to
the needs of Mainers. Collins
has never missed a roll call
vote as senator, almost unheard of in Congress, but there
have been come close calls.
One instance came in 2007,
a roll call vote was called during an important Homeland
Security Committee hearing.
Chairman Joe Lieberman, relying on assurances from staff on
the Senate floor, assured committee members that the vote
would be open long enough to
finish their work and proceed
to the vote.
“I just had a feeling that I
needed to leave the hearing
before it was finished in order
to vote. I remember, literally,
running in high heels to the
train that connects the Senate office building to the U.S.
Capitol, and twisting my ankle
on the way,” said Collins, who
was elected to the Senate in
2002. “I knew there wasn’t
much time left in the vote and
I limped onto the Senate floor.
Just as I cast my vote, the clock
ran out and the vote was called
— but I made it.”

ing to its preliminary recognition
application. The group works to
educate the student community
of what they can do to change
these injustices by hosting events
and working with other groups
on campus.
Club president Levi Boudreau spoke on behalf of The
Maine Recreational Lacrosse
Club stating the club’s goal is to
make a second club on campus
Equestrian Team, Alpha
that doesn’t include the high due
Omicron Pi receive funding,
fees with a “more chill” environment.
among others
Boudreau says club members
The Equestrian Team’s funding request for $1,410 was apwould use gear from high school
proved by the GSS. This money
and would play mainly pick-up
is expected to go toward their upgames, but needs recognition
coming season within the IHSA.
from university as a club to use
specific facilities.
A total of 417 teams participate
There is already a Lacrosse
in IHSA competition, nationwide.
Maine
Club on camcompetes
in
“There’s probably none of you in this room who pus that plays
Zone 1, Region
competitively
don’t know someone that has been associin the Men’s
2 of the assoCollegiate Laciation and is
ated with the military … I encourage broad
Associacoached by Mediscussion and I certainly support the engagement crosse
tion. Club dues
lissa Spencer.
of the university with recognizing the holiday.” are among the
“They
alhighest of all
ways come back
with impressive
Robert Dana organizations
results,” said
Dean of Students on campus.
The club’s
Sen. Shortt. “I
purpose is to
can’t wait to see
what they come back with [this for their upcoming spring sea- provide an outlet to practice and
year].”
son; Operation H.E.A.R.T.S. learn the sport of lacrosse at a
After initially receiving a de- received $600 for a May service recreational level for those withnial for their request, UMaine trip; Horticulture Club received out the time or money to commit
sorority Alpha Omicron Pi re- $600 toward their representation to a competitive team with a full
ceived an amended amount of at the Bangor Daily News’ 2013 schedule.
$800 from the GSS to go toward Garden Show & Spring Fling in
Many senators debated the
Mr. Fraternity — an event the Bangor from April 5-7; Society idea of acknowledging a club
social organization has put on for of Women Engineers received so closely related to another althe past decade.
$200 for their office budget; ready recognized. The general
During time allotted to ap- Student Athlete Advisory Com- consensus from all who opposed
prove the consent agenda, Sen. mittee received $187 for shirts; was for the club to pursue recogAlicia Bolduc moved to trans- and Sophomore Eagles received nition from UMaine’s Campus
fer Alpha Omicron Pi’s denied $120 for a recruitment event.
Recreation, but because of the
resolution into new business to
difference in physical contact
re-assess the funding request. All
Three clubs receive prelim between sports generally played
eight members of EBC unani- recognition
inside that department, the GSS
mously voted not to pass.
Three clubs received pre- decided to honor preliminary
The original request was for liminary recognition from the recognition instead.
$1,600, which would cover rent- GSS: Amnesty International,
Club president Shane Carey
al charges for the Collins Center The Maine Recreational La- spoke on behalf of the University
for the Arts building.
crosse Club and The University of Maine Surf Club, a group that
Jessica Rothenheber, an ex- of Maine Surf Club.
started out as a joke on Facebook
ecutive on UMaine’s PanhelClub president and GSS — then transitioned into memlenic Council board, spoke on member Sen. Ariel Bothen spoke bers buying shirts — and is now
behalf of the funding request. on behalf Amnesty International, gearing toward actually planning
Rothenheber stressed to all in at- a special interest organization, trips. Carey, a second-year matendance that the event was not stating the club would mainly be rine biology student and former
only for Greeks but the entire raising awareness and wouldn’t UMaine swimmer, grew up surfuniversity. She also said $3,000 require much funding because ing and wants to bring the sport
was raised during Mr. Fraternity the national organization would he loves to the university.
last year, but this was later cor- help to provide any needed maThe University of Maine Surf
rected by Bolduc as $1,800.
Club’s purpose is to actively
terials.
Most of the request’s debate
Amnesty International’s pur- bring the ideals of surfing, as
stemmed from the decision to pose is to raise awareness on well as the admiration for the
choose the CCA for the event’s campus of human rights issues ocean, to the University of Maine
venue, especially because of the nationally and abroad, accord- community by bringing together

Approximately 30 people
gathered Wednesday night for a
public forum sponsored by the
UMaine Democrats, featuring
Maine Sen. Emily Cain and Rep.
Ryan Tipping-Spitz.
The topic of discussion was
Maine’s biennial general fund
budget, proposed by Gov. Paul
LePage, for the 2014 and 2015
fiscal years.
“A budget is a moral document. It is about how we as a society set our priorities,” TippingSpitz told the forum.
Cain distributed a document
explaining that 86 percent of tax
revenues received by the state’s
general fund comes from individual and corporate income
taxes and sales tax. According
to Tipping-Spitz, each of these
components is “highly sensitive
to the ups and downs of Maine’s
economy.” This delicate tax balance, combined with Maine’s
economy being the only one in
New England to shrink in 2011
and revenues falling short of projections, produced the need for a
supplementary budget.
Cain echoed Tipping-Spitz,
saying the supplemental budget is
about balancing the books for the
end of the current fiscal year, and
the upcoming biennial budget is
about making “an ultimate statement of priorities.”
“It’s going to require a lot of
time and a lot of big ideas… and
that’s an opportunity,” she added,
explaining that she prefers to
“look for a positive side” in the
state’s budget woes.
Questions from the audience
spurred additional discussion on
topics ranging from the poten-

tial federal sequestration, education spending, funding for social
workers and the East-West Highway proposal.
Cain and Tipping-Spitz also
took a short time to outline the
bills they intend to sponsor during the 126th Legislature.
Cain said she is either sponsoring or co-sponsoring over 20 bills
that will support research and
development funding and facilities upgrades for the University
of Maine System; low-cost student loans; strengthening Maine’s
science, technology, engineering
and math programs; and domestic
violence solutions.
Tipping-Spitz told the forum
his bills are designed with the
intent to fix tax codes for groups
that fundraise for community institutions, such as the Friends of
the Orono Public Library and expand the state’s oil spill fund. He
is also working on a resolution to
oppose U.S. Supreme Court 2010
decision “Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission.”
UMaine Dems Chair Noel
Madore said this forum was the
second in the group’s “Augusta
to Orono” series, which is aimed
at “bringing legislators and candidates to campus to give students a
way to be aware of what is going
on.”
Cain said this appearance was
the first of three for her — on
Saturday, she hosted similar budgetary forums in Old Town and
Lincoln. According to Cain, the
on-campus event was critical for
reaching out to students.
“The No. 1 thing is that we
want to hear from students,” Cain
said, reiterating that the on-campus event was critical for reaching out to students. “A lot is going
on that affects them.”

those who surf and those who are
interested in surfing.

Hitchner

Ethan Tremblay

For The Maine Campus

New FEPC Sen. Rep. elected, senator appointed
Sen. Sean Sibley, a third-year
nursing and theater student, won
a dual-candidate race against
first-year political science student Sen. Zachary White to
become the new FEPC Senate
Representative. The previous
Sen. Rep. to the FEPC was Mark
Brunton who is now in Washington, D.C., for an internship.
Sibley has been a career assistant for UMaine’s Career Center
since 2010 and a student ambassador for the university since
March of last year.
Ronald Eastman, a first-year
economics and political science
student, recited an oath with Vice
President Sam Helmke to join
the GSS as the body’s newest
member. Easton is from Lewiston and a graduate of Lewiston
High School.
Miscellaneous news
The GSS passed an amendment to their standing rules,
making it mandatory for senate
members to participate in outreach activity to help improve
UMSG, Inc. promotion. The rule
states, “senator[s] must participate in a minimum of one GSS
outreach effort a semester. This
is equivalent to at least one volunteer hour.”
Graduate student Brandon
McLaughlin spoke on behalf of
The Office of Multicultural Student Affairs during time allotted
for guest speakers.
McLaughlin, a graduate assistant for OMSA, talked about
the organization’s help with a
national awareness movement
called the One Million Bones
Project.
According to the project’s
website, “[One Million Bones
is] a collaborative art installation designed to recognize the
millions of victims and survivors who have been killed and
displaced by ongoing genocides
and humanitarian crises in Sudan, the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Somalia and Burma.
“We’re doing this to further
awareness for genocide relief
around the world,” McLaughlin
said. “The bones represent solidarity.”
From June 8-10, nationwide
project participants, including
OMSA, will travel to Washington, D.C., to spread millions of
bones out on the National Mall.

from A1

Response Team arrived shortly
after with a Hazardous Materials crew to seal the building
and begin venting the gas out.
The HazMat team proceeded
to remove the bucket containing the hazardous gas from the
building.
It took approximately two
hours to vent the gas out of
the building. In the meantime,
many students and teachers
watched and waited in the
Union and surrounding parking lots.
“I got there to work, and the
police had [Hitchner] all taped
off,” said one student who has
been conducting research in
the hall. “It was cold, so I just
ended up leaving.”
Typically, the disposal of
chemical waste is left to the
University of Maine Safety &
Environmental Management
Department. They take chemical waste from Hitchner and
other laboratories on campus
to secure locations where it is
stored and eventually disposed
of in a safe manner. The group
is also responsible for maintaining safety standards within
UMaine laboratories and ensuring that the proper procedures are followed.
Director of Safety and Environmental Management Wayne
Maines is thankful no one was
hurt, and he believes this will
be a learning experience.
“Even though [the technician] didn’t dispose of the
chlorine properly, they did the
right thing, notifying the police and pulling the fire alarm,”
Maines said. “They will need
to review the proper procedure,
but everything after the initial
incident was done right.”
The quick speed and close
proximity of emergency responders is also something that
Maines believes is crucial for
safety on campus. According
to Maines, the local hazardous materials team is also responsible for a large portion of
Maine, extending northward to
the Canadian border, so having them be housed so close to
campus is a huge asset.
“The Orono Fire Department, the police, hazmat —
they were all fantastic. We’re
lucky that they’re so close by,”
Maines said. “Things definitely
could have been worse.”

The Maine Campus • News

‘Incidents of Travel’ details
various archaeological projects
Collins Center for the Arts hosts presentation of stories, photos by Sandweiss
By Eric Berard

For The Maine Campus
Dan Sandweiss and the Collins Center for the Arts presented “Incidents of Travel in
Latin America” on Wednesday
to give a first person perspective on where Sandweiss has
traveled and carried out various archaeological projects
since 1977.
Sandweiss has been a member of the University of Maine
faculty since 1993. He is currently serving as Dean and Associate Provost for Graduate
Studies.
The presentation gave a
more detailed outline of an exhibit currently in the Minsky
Culture Lab, featuring photographs of unique encounters
Sandweiss experienced while
traveling.
“As you can imagine, I
have thousands and thousands
of pictures from everyone of
those trips, [but] couldn’t fit
them into the 28 they allowed
me to put downstairs,” Sandweiss said.
Sandweiss shared stories of
photographs as they were pro-

jected for the audience to see.
The first was a photo of Sandweiss and a Norwegian explorer
who were drinking coffee with
Fidel Castro in Cuba. Interestingly, the Norwegian explorer
was Thor Heyerdahl. Heyerdahl wrote the nonfiction book,
“Kon-Tiki” about his voyage
across the Pacific in 1947 in
a raft built in the pre-historic
Inca style. Heyerdahl even directed an Oscar-winning documentary film about the voyage.
A new, fictionalized version of
the documentary “Kon-Tiki”
was nominated for best foreign language film for the 2013
Academy Awards.
Sandweiss says traveling for
him began 36 years ago, after
he finished his sophomore year
in college. His first destination was Mexico. From there,
he rode down to Guatemala for
field work.
The focus was not just set
on photography, but memorable interactions with locals quickly became part of
the presentation. Sandweiss
shared memories of being in
Guatemala during a state of
militarized government and

witnessing soldiers marching
in the streets with submachine
guns as ‘protest against the evil
Brits’ during a time when there
was dispute over the country of
Belize.
“Government propaganda,
just interesting times,” Sandweiss said.
As Sandweiss continued,
he briefly shared his experience on the coast of Honduras. Much of the presentation
featured Sandweiss and his
time in Peru, which has been
the most frequent destination
Sandweiss traveled to and took
part in several archaeological
excavations.
Some interesting discoveries came out of these excavations including a well-preserved 500-year-old guinea pig
that Sandweiss displayed an
image of.
“What we learned from
this … they were used in curing rituals, they rub them up
and down the patient and then
they’d cut open the stomach
and they’d look at the entrails
to see whatever is not right
among the guinea pig indicates
what’s wrong with the patient,”

Sandweiss said.
Historically, people knew
this was practiced. The discovery of the guinea pig gave
evidence that the practice was
done in pre-Columbian times
according to Sandweiss.
Sandweiss talked of studying the prehistory of the El
Niño climatic phenomenon and
how it behaved in the past in
Peru.
“Peru is the heartland of El
Niño and that is where it was
first defined because you get
changes in the water temperatures, you get rainfall where
it’s normally a desert, you get
drought in the highlands where
it’s normally wet. All the fish
and shellfish species, they die
or they migrate. They get replaced by less amounts of others. It’s really dramatic, so people notice it there first and it’s
still the place that’s the main
indicator for what’s actually
happening,” Sandweiss said.
The presentation ended with
photographs of Sandweiss in
2010 and other people from
the University of Maine studying the site of Los Morteros in
Peru.

Photos courtesy of Dan Sandweiss

(Top Right): The charango is an Andean
stringed instrument used in traditional music
since the Colonial Period. The man in the photo
posed and played for tourists outside the Inca
ritual center of Kenko, near the Inca capital of
Cusco.

(Middle Right): The Modus Vivendi (Way of
Life) Funeral Parlor in Iquitos. The sign advertises
easy payment plans and 24-hour service.

Photo courtesy of Dan Sandweiss

Llamas and alpacas share the roads in the remote highlands of Peru. Here, at about
4000 meters above sea level, Prof. Hal Borns, our Peruvian colleague Bernardino
Ojeda, and I had to wait for this crew to pass.

BearFest raises
over $47,000
in second year
Dance marathon part of national
effort by Children’s Miracle Network
By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

On Saturday night, the Field
House played host to the 2nd
annual BearFest, an all-night
dance marathon supporting the
Children’s Miracle Network.
The Children’s Miracle
Network’s website describes
the dance marathon as “a nationwide movement involving
college and high school students at more than 150 schools
across the country, all raising
money for the Children’s Miracle Network Hospital in their
community.”
According to BearFest cochair Geena Lucas, a thirdyear kinesiology and physical education student who is

concentrating in teaching and
coaching, the event raised
$47,191.39 as of Sunday, Feb.
24.
“Our goal was $35,000, and
we passed that goal [on Thursday, Feb. 21],” Lucas said.
“This money will go straight
towards Children’s Miracle
Network,” she continued. “The
money that we raise here will
go directly to the [Eastern
Maine Medical Center] branch
of Children’s Miracle Network,
so it will directly be benefiting
children from Maine.”
Several children who would
benefit from the money were
at BearFest towards the beginning of the night.
See BearFest on A4

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

Jamie Steven (left), Dana Libhart (center), and Brittany Cote
(right) dance in front of the crowd at the 2nd Annual Bearfest
Saturday night.

(Bottom Right): In 1980, Sandweiss traveled
by boat from Pucallpa down the Ucayali to Iquitos
on the Amazon. Advertised as a 3-day trip, on
day 4 he was only halfway when the boat’s motor
failed. After being shipwrecked on the shore for a
day and a half, he was rescued by the Elefante II,
carrying a cargo of green bananas and black pigs
(just visible on the lower deck). A day and a half
later, he reached Iquitos.
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Students engineering Formula SAE car
By Cameron Paquette
For The Maine Campus

Walking into the Crosby Labs
at the University of Maine is as
intimidating as walking onto a
stage, in front of thousands of
people, wearing only your underwear.
Each room of the building
is cluttered with an assortment
of computers, machines and
whiteboards that are littered with
deadlines and calculations. To
most, the level of technical un-

derstanding required to attempt
these projects may seem inconceivable. Even so, a certain few
aren’t fazed by the complexity of
these undertakings. Michael St.
Pierre is one of those people.
St. Pierre is the president of
the Society of Automotive Engineers, a group that focuses
on automotive engineering and
design. The group is involved
in a number of projects, each
pushing the boundaries of what
a group of students can achieve.
One such project is the Formula

Courtesy photo

Members of the Society of Automotive Engineers works on its vehicle for the upcoming Formula SAE, which helps give engineering
students real-world experience.

SAE car.
Formula SAE is a nationwide
program: SAE clubs, from various university and college campuses around the country, design
and build an open-wheel car to
be compared to cars from other
schools. Once a year, each team
brings their creation to Michigan,
where executives and engineers
from Ford, Chrysler and GM test
and rate them. The cars are built
according to a very strict set of
rules that dictate the dimensions,
construction methods and materials teams can use for their
designs.
The purpose of this is to give
engineering students a realworld experience and insight
as to the demands from actual
automotive manufacturers. Every year, the teams must also
redesign their cars and improve
them, presenting the new cars to
the judges and explaining how
the changes improve the performance of the car. In the end,
the goal is to make a car that can
theoretically be sold to the public.
The project was given the
green light during the 2009-10
school year, and Michael has
been a part of it since the beginning. According to him, the most
difficult hurdles to overcome
were recruiting team members

Tobacco

ing a documentary of the team’s
progress. This unifying aspect of
the program is something that
Maguire and the team are very
proud of.
“It’s hard to find something to
bring majors together,” Maguire
said. “It gives a business scenario to the students.”
This is also one of the few
occasions where the mechanical
engineering technology students
and mechanical engineering students work together. While mechanical engineering students
are more design and concept
oriented, mechanical engineering and technology students are
generally the ones with more
fabrication and actual hands-on
mechanical experience. Maguire sees this cooperation every
day and enjoys watching the two
programs work together.
“It rounds out the skill set
of everyone involved,” Maguire said. “Everyone improves in
areas they weren’t strong in before.”
It is this mutual goal to create
an automobile from scratch that
gives students the experience
needed for a career in the future.
“The point is in the process,”
chassis design lead Dan Rogers
said.
According to Maguire, many
of the judges also give advice to

the teams about what they are
looking for, both from the car
design and for future employment.
“Many students bring resumes, and a lot of times it leads
to a job,” Maguire said.
In the event that a student
isn’t get hired by a major car
manufacturer, the experience is
still valuable when searching
for other engineering jobs. St.
Pierre has said that he wishes
to continue to pursue a career
in automotive engineering after
graduation, but he fears that it
may require him to move out of
state. With the experience under
his belt, though, success is sure
to follow.
Although Formula SAE is
still a very young program, it
presents a great opportunity for
future engineers.
“It’s been a great recruitment
tool,” St. Pierre said.
According to Maguire, many
students from schools from
around the state have shown increased interest in UMaine because of the program. Formula
SAE will only become more successful, thanks to the resources
and depth of engineering knowledge at UMaine. It is only one
program that works to cement
the university’s reputation as a
great engineering school.

Police Beat

from A1

whether UMaine should be
tobacco free, with the majority
of students believing it should.
Fifty-nine of 100 students said
yes to a tobacco-free campus,
while 30 said no and 11 didn’t
know. One student questioned,
graduate student Eric Collins,
said that the campus should
be tobacco free as long as it’s
for the right reasons, not just a
public relations campaign. Dana
stressed the project as a publichealth initiative, using the university as a leading institute for
public health.
“We thought what better
place than a university to make a
stand for the public health and to
assure people who didn’t smoke
that they didn’t have to be affected
by it,” Dana said. “It was always
[used] as a possible way for a
smoker to get out of that conundrum, and I think it’s just that — a
conundrum. As a drug researcher,
I know that the best predictor of
use is access and availability.
From a public health perspective,
if you reduce access, then you reduce the incidents and behavior.
“We thought the university
as an entity, as a role model, as a
trendsetter, we should really step
up to the plate,” he continued.
According to Dana, the main
intention of the initiative is to help
the people who feel they need it.
It was never in place to punish or
police smokers.
“That’s all anyone ever wanted
to know about this: how were we
going to enforce it? You enforce
it by the public good will,” Dana
said. “You enforce it by people’s
self-direction and people’s encouragement. We wanted to create an environment that wasn’t
hostile to the smoker — that was
never the intent — but one that
was supportive. I think for many
people it worked. We weren’t
about to deploy a smoking police,
per se, but we have a relatively
few continuous smokers.”
A fourth-year student who
didn’t want to be named said that
she still smokes regularly, and
only once had she been confronted about her cigarette.
“I had someone last year yell
from the window of their car,
‘Smoke free!’”
Dana said a handful of people
have been referred to judicial affairs, but he knows that the initiative wasn’t going to eliminate
smoking completely.
“You’ll never get absolute, but
people want it,” Dana said. “A lot
of people you would ask, would
say that if it’s not absolute then it’s
not working. But there’s no entity
that can control all behavior, nor
would I want that.”
Dana said he could see a time
soon where UMaine will be completely tobacco free.
“The smoking typography is
changing,” he said. “Eighty percent of people don’t smoke and
most are used to no-smoking environment. More and more people
are coming here knowing UMaine
is a tobacco free place.
“I would say smoking is remarkably absent here.”

and acquiring financial support.
The University has since decided to back Formula SAE as a
capstone project for mechanical
engineers.
Diane Maguire, the head of
capstone projects for mechanical
engineers, has a very high opinion of the program and the team.
“Michael [St. Pierre] does an
awesome job,” Maguire said.
“We review everything and prioritize things that need to be
done. He does a good job keeping everyone in line.”
Maguire is a former chassis
development engineer for General Motors offers her advice
when necessary, but she insists
that other than the design review
sessions, she lets the members of
the team have free roam of the
project.
Like any student team, Formula SAE has gained from the
involvement of a number of
people within and outside of the
engineering department. The
Formula SAE program has attracted interest from other majors
within the University. A group of
students studying business accompanied the team to the last
event to help the team with their
proposals to the judges, as well
as get advice from executives at
the event. New media students
are also in the process of record-

The best from
UMaine’s finest

Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

Hopped up
UMPD received a report of
a drug offense on the first floor
of York Hall at 10:33 p.m. Feb.
19. An officer knocked on the
door and David Hopper, 22,
responded. Hopper turned over
a usable amount of marijuana.
Hopper was summonsed for
illegal possession of a usable
amount of marijuana.
Snow-bank sloppy
A UMPD officer reported
an alcohol offense on Hilltop
Road. at 1:27 a.m. Feb. 16.
The officer was on patrol and
saw James Cumming, 19, on
his hands and knees in a snow
bank near the road. The officer
determined Cumming to be intoxicated. Cumming was summonsed for illegal possession
of alcohol by a minor by consumption.

Ben Burrows • Production Assistant

The Maine campus asked 100 students three questions concerning the tobacco-free initiative at the University of Maine. While the
majority have seen less smoking, 45 percent does not think the initiative is working. Fifty-nine percent said they believe the campus
should be a tobacco-free location.

Grove

from A1
“I’ve seen basements flood,
and fraternity houses flood and
old buildings flood, not brand new
apartment complexes,” she said.
Moriarty said a number of large
dehumidifiers were brought in to
soak up some of the dampness,
but she is seriously questioning
her decision to re-sign her lease.
“The construction in the whole
place is just absolutely terrible,”
she said. “They said it’s from all
the rain and melting we’ve had,
but what’s going to happen when
it all melts?”
Moriarty admits the flooding is
the first physical problem with her
apartment, but she’s still troubled
by a November electric bill that

totaled $920. Each apartment is allowed a $30 stipend per tenant for
electricity. Any time an apartment
exceeds that allowance, tenants
are responsible for the overages.
When asked if she thinks she and
her three roommates used $920
worth of electricity, she responded
“absolutely not.”
“All my roommates have boyfriends; I’m really the only one
who really stays there,” Moriarty
said. “We keep the heat on at 65
[degrees]. We’re conscious about
that. We actually care about our
electricity consumption. A $920
electric bill, how does that even
happen?”
Moriarty said that she was
employed at The Grove for two
weeks before leaving.
“I realized it was the most unprofessional work environments I

have ever been in,” she said. “The
[community ambassadors] are
very good at their job, but there is
a lack of communication between
the management and the residents.
The kids at the front desk deal with
all the issues and angry residents.
It’s not fair.
“I was never officially trained,”
Moriarty continued. “All I ever
learned was that if someone called
to speak to the general manager
— regardless of if he’s out of the
office or standing right next to me
— he’s not available.
“I felt bad trying to sell leases
to people,” Moriarty said.
Moriarty said she is meeting
with management on Monday to
work out her lease. According to
Moriarty, getting out of a signed
lease requires a little more than she
feels is necessary.
“I’m worried because I already
signed up for my lease next year,
and to get out of it you need to pay
$500 plus have someone to take it
over for you,” she said. “I just flat
out refuse to pay that. I think that’s
terrible. I can’t believe people are
trying to live here.”
The flooding issue is the latest for the troubled 620-tenant
apartment complex, which houses
mostly college students. In late
January, multiple power outages
plagued the complex when heating
pipes below the apartments froze,
causing the electric transformers
to overload. Two days later, more
complaints of mold and mildew
surfaced, but town of Orono officials confirmed no cases of mold.
In mid-September, the first reports of mold cropped up from tenants in addition to shoddy finishing work throughout the complex.
This was just three weeks after the
complex played host to a raucous
party that caused a stronger security presence at The Grove.

Pipe gripe
UMPD received a report of a
drug offense on the first floor of
Knox Hall at 6:04 p.m. Feb. 18.
An officer responded to a room
on the first floor, knocked on the
door and was let in by Nathaniel Sheidlower, 18. Sheidlower
turned over two marijuana
pipes to the officer and was
summonsed for illegal possession of drug paraphernalia.
Inspir-gone
UMPD received a report of
theft on the second floor of Fogler Library at 6:30 p.m. Feb.
18. The victim left her bag,
which contained a Dell Inspiron
laptop, to use the bathroom.
When she returned, the laptop
was missing. The laptop is valued at $500. There are currently
no suspects.

BearFest
from A3

“[T]he children just came
here, and they played on the
bounce houses, and they just
ran around and had fun. It’s
really good to see where the
money’s directly going to and
who it’s directly affecting,”
Lucas said.
Andrew Hawkins, a fourthyear biochemistry student and
brother of Sigma Phi Epsilon,
described having the children
at the event as “a really cool
and emotional aspect.”
“Each organization, each
fraternity and sorority, was
paired up with a child who
was receiving funding from
the Children’s Miracle Network, and basically all of our
donations were sponsoring
this child,” Hawkins said. “We
went and met the kid, his name
was Ashton. Him and his parents were here, and we talked
to him for a while, talked to his
parents, got to know him and
his situation and everything.
“What happened was, they
brought everyone on stage and
showed which organization
was with which child, and they
introduced everyone to a big
round of applause. It was really cool exactly to see where
your donations were going,”
he continued.
Lucas credits the increase
in donations — up from last
year’s approximate total of
$31,000 — to greater awareness of the event and more
time to prepare.
“I think since a lot of people
knew what BearFest was; it
was easier to explain to people,
and people already knew how

iPhone left alone
UMPD received a report
of theft at the New Balance
Student Recreation Center at
3:33 p.m. Feb. 19. An iPhone 4
placed near the basketball court
was stolen while the victim was
playing basketball. The phone
is valued at $200. There are
currently no suspects.
Party foul
UMPD received a report of
an alcohol offense on the second floor of Knox Hall at 9:54
p.m. Feb. 16. An officer made
contact with occupants of a
room, who admitted to having
been drinking. Three containers
of beer were confiscated and
dumped out. Two males, 18 and
19, and four females, three 18
and one 19, were referred to Judicial Affairs for illegal possession of alcohol by a minor.

to work the website,” Lucas
said. “Last year, we were told
we were going to do BearFest,
we set a date and we only had
six weeks to fundraise and do
everything. We’ve been working on this year’s since September. We started the website
up in November.”
Attendance was also up
from last year’s event: About
580 people registered to participate in last year’s BearFest.
This year, over 700 people
registered. The cost for the
event for two hours was $10.
Once inside, participants could
dance, jump in the bounce
house, play laser tag, check out
the oxygen bar and get refreshments. A video of “Harlem
Shake,” the popular Internet
trend, was also shot.
Although much of the
event’s support comes from
the fraternities and sororities
on campus, Lucas hopes for
more groups to be involved in
the future.
“It’s only our second year,
and we are working on branching out and getting other organizations and individuals
here,” she said. “It might take
a while, but […] we definitely [made] some progress this
year.”
Most participants don’t stay
for the event’s entire 12-hour
duration, but participants like
Hawkins were eager to stay
for a longer period of time
than they initially thought they
would.
“I was only coming for two
hours, but I’m going into my
fourth hour now,” Hawkins
said. “I really don’t want to
leave. It’s just a really good
opportunity.”
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Answer key in sports

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

By Ryan North

www.qwantz.com

Marine Life

Down
1- Emerge;
2- Salt of oxalic
acid;
3- Place in a bank
account;
4- Funnyman Phil-

ips;
5- EMT’s skill; 6That’s ___!;
7- Long look;
8- Baseball’s Hershiser;
9- AMEX counterpart;
10- Short cut;
11- Suffix with glob;
12- Unlawful;
13- Treat as a celebrity;
14- Dehydrate;
21- Finery;
24- Rocky hilltop;
26- Bewail;
27- Having four
sharps;
29- Unit of time;
30- Deception; 31Writer of lyric poetry;
32- Rocker Ocasek;
36- ___ the season...;
37- Random;
38- State in Malay-

sia;
39- Engender;
40- Foot digit;
42- ___ de mer;
43- Pertaining to
Oxford;
44- Locate;
45- Narc;
52- End in ___
(draw);
53- “The Joy of
Cooking” author
Rombauer;
54- Kissers;
55- Spanish muralist;
58- Goose egg; 59Wind dir.;
61- B
orn;
62- ATM maker;

This puzzle features the names of 16 cities in
North America. How many have you visited?

1. CHANGEOAR
2. MOONDENT
3. ATASKSOON
4. LATEMORN

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the grid. The
remaining letters spell a message about Spring.

Sudoku Puzzle

5. LASTTEE
6. PLANTROD
7. GAINDOSE
8. LASTTACKYLIE
9. TICKETROLL

• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.

10. INSLANG
11. HALLVINES
12. LACETHORNS
13. LATETORCH
14. HIPHIPALADEL
15. LOANPAINS
16. THESALSAALE

Difficulty level: Easy

Annapolis; Tallahassee

Lake City; Little Rock; Lansing; Nashville; Charleston; Charlotte; Philadelphia;
Anchorage; Edmonton; Saskatoon; Montreal; Seattle; Portland; San Diego; Salt

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Zig Zag courtesy of Word-game-world.com

LOBSTER
MANATEE
MARLIN
OCTOPUS
OYSTER
PENGUIN
PORPOISE
PRAWN
SARDINE

SCALLOP
SEA LION
SEA OTTER
SEA TURTLE
SEALS
SHELLFISH
SHRIMP
SPONGE
SQUID
STARFISH
STINGRAY
TUNA
WALRUS
WHALE

ligious law;
47- Loss of muscle
coordination;
48- Percentage of
light reflected by a
planet;
49- Trent of the
Senate;
50- Nasser’s org.;
51- Metal spikes;
56- Crackpot;
57- Part of an act;
60- Occurring every
three years;
63- ___ the hole;
64- Utter curses;
65- Big dipper;
66- Earliest person
to see a sunrise,
typically;

Word
Scramble

Word Search
Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

ANCHOVY
BARRACUDA
CLAM
CLOWNFISH
COD
CRAB
DOLPHIN
HALIBUT
JELLYFISH
LAMPREY

Across
1- Polygon having
12 sides;
10- Construct;
15- Worthy of imitation;
16- Stan’s pal;
17- Converts into
gas;
18- Beneath;
19- “Hold On Tight”
band;
20- Conger catcher;
22- One ___ million;
23- Endure;
25- Draw out;
28- Lazy;
31- Arrange;
33- Diving seabird;
34- Distance across
a circle;
35- Epidermis;
37- Simple cell division;
41- ___ cases (generally);
46- Specialist in re-

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew
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Editorial

Tobacco ‘ban’
seen more as
discouragement

W

ith January marking the second birthday of the
University of Maine’s Tobacco-Free Campus Initiative, it seems an appropriate time to encourage
UMaine Public Safety to employ the only style of
rule-enforcement truly effective with any 2 year
old: strict directives with clear consequences.
Based on the responses of a sample of 100 UMaine students,
there is generally perceived to be less cigarette smoking on
campus since the initiative’s inception. However, because there
is a significant number of smokers who continue to do so, the
initiative is still only seen by about half of the sample group as
being “effective.” The fact that a significant number of students
continue to smoke on the grounds, albeit typically in an unobtrusive manner, suggests that the “ban” is beheld more as gentle
discouragement.
Dean of Students Robert Dana claims that the purpose of the
initiative is not to police students and punish them for tobaccorelated infractions, but rather to protect those students who have
chosen not to use tobacco from being unwillingly subjected to
it second-hand, and to provide an opportunity for tobacco users
to stop smoking.
This is a nice idea; but whether the intent of the initiative
is to punish or to support, the fact is that a set of consequences has been outlined for an escalating series of violations. If
those consequences are not consistently imposed on people who
choose to disregard the rules that are in place, it is no wonder
that people ignore them and continue to clandestinely consume
their cigs in certain on-campus locations.
Holding the threat of punishment for smoking on campus
over the heads of UMaine community members may seem like
an undesirable task, and will undoubtedly be met with distaste
from the student population. But, after only two years of the ban
— and one year of its “enforcement” — it may be the singular
way to communicate to students that it is even remotely in their
better interests to comply. Leave it to the 10- and 12-year-old
initiatives to inspire rational and responsible self-governance.
At this point, half of the students at the university remember
when smoking outside was entirely acceptable, and where old
habits die hard, addictive habits die harder.
As a university, we are no longer on a continuum, slowly
inching away from smoking inside classrooms and buying cigarettes in the bookstore. We have reached the other end, where
we’re supposedly cracking down on tobacco use and eradicating it from the entire campus property for the sake of public
health. It’s time to fish or cut bait. Roughly 60 percent of students interviewed answered that they do believe UMaine should
be tobacco free, so it would seem that as a population we generally support the enforcement of these regulations. So don’t hold
back: Show the scofflaws the UMaine administration isn’t just
paying lip service to public health.
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Democrats’ collection of insensitive
rape comments too much to stomach
Women of America, relax.
There’s no need to carry a gun
for self-defense, not when you
can vomit on your attacker.
Vomiting on command not a
skill you’ve cultivated? Never
fear, just proceed to the nearest
rape-free zone at the boundary
of which your attacker will
be forced to meekly retreat.
If there’s no rape-free zone
in your immediate vicinity,
maybe passive resistance is
your best option. Or, have you
considered that you might be
imagining the whole thing?
Is the above absurdly satirical? Well, yes and no. Apparently, if you’re a male Democratic politician in Colorado,
this is perfectly sound logic.
This
week,
Colorado
Democratic
Congressman
Joe Salazar suggested that
women don’t need guns for
self-defense. They may willy
nilly shoot someone because
their intuition can’t discern
between a member of normal
pedestrian traffic and a stalker. Instead, he argues, women
should rest easy knowing
that there are call boxes, rape
whistles and safe zones. His
colleague Paul Rosenthal suggested that instead of carrying
a gun, women should rely on
the buddy system for safety.
As if this weren’t asinine
enough, the University of
Colorado-Colorado Springs
released a list of tips for rape
prevention that included vomiting or urinating on the attacker. They also suggested
that passive resistance, i.e.,
submitting, might be the best
option. The list has since been
scrubbed from their website

with the excuse that it was
taken out of context by popular media.
Then there’s the dazzling
intellect of our honorable vice
president and formerly unbeknownst firearms connoisseur
Joe Biden, who informed the
media this week that women
shouldn’t use semi-automatic
weapons like an AR-15 for
defense because they’re too
difficult for women to shoot.
Instead, he suggested they arm

rounds of a double barrel shotgun leaves that person utterly
defenseless until they reload,
and as the federal government
has urgently been churning out
propaganda to demonstrate,
that’s the perfect time to take
down a gunman. Obviously,
semi-automatic rifles, which
are more accurate and don’t
have to be manually reloaded,
are more effective defensive
weapons.
Although this collection of

It is absolutely
despicable that these
men feel they can
so condescendingly
spew this politically
incorrect drivel
Katherine Revello
themselves with double barrel shotguns and if threatened,
fire warning shots out the front
door.
Hey, Joe — your argument
is malarkey.
First of all, randomly firing a gun on your property is
illegal. The Castle Doctrine,
which allows an individual
to use deadly force in their
home, is only applicable if
there’s demonstrable evidence
that someone is breaking in. It
does not give the right to shoot
haphazardly at noises in the
night. Secondly, firing both

statements by itself is a stunning exhibition of the collective idiocy that defines the
modern politician, it is also
patently offensive as it completely denigrates the mental
and physical capabilities of
women.
It is absolutely despicable
that these men feel they can
so condescendingly spew this
politically incorrect drivel.
They will never know how
vulnerable a woman can feel,
even when she’s in a public
space, when approached by
a stranger, and how terrify-

ing it can be. Their supposed
ideological sincerity is utterly
feckless — these are the same
people who brand anyone who
dare voice a pro-life position
as “anti-woman” and then turn
around and say women are
mentally and physically incapable of using judgment in
matters concerning their own
safety.
Apparently, the modern
feminist attitude of self-empowerment is irrelevant when
it comes to self-defense. Instead women should rely on
the sage council of bureaucrats. Apparently it’s wrong
to discriminate between gender-based physical and mental
capacities in an active combat
role, but when it comes to selfdefense, it’s totally cogent.
A cacophony of logical fallacies hocked to the masses
with a heightened sense of
urgency in the name of inclusiveness and sensitivity, superficially weighed and deemed
sensible by the masses, the
hollow core exposed but unchallenged — this has become
the kernel of public policy, as
evidenced by the claptrap emanating from Colorado.
But this is just the latest instance in a string of similar episodes, the heredity of which
can be traced to the election.
Is this to be the death knell of
rationality? Or is it part of the
ebbs and flows that define the
cycle of American politics?
Hopefully it is the latter, but
disquieting nonetheless.
Katherine Revello is a second-year journalism and political science student
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Marijuana rights should be
left for individual to decide
In the last few years, states
have begun to take on the “marijuana question” during voting.
This question asks, “Should
marijuana be legalized — to
a point — and
regulated.”
It
seems that popular opinion has
been swaying
toward the side
that exclaims,
“legalize
it.”
States such as
Washington and
Colorado have
recently legalized recreational
marijuana use
for adults. Others say that
marijuana is a
“gateway drug”
of sorts, and legalization of the
plant will only lead to widespread drug abuse. So, which
is it?
Studies that compare marijuana use to tobacco use are not
uncommon. They have shown
that marijuana use is far less
harmful to one’s lungs than
smoking cigarettes. So what? It
is well known that tobacco use
is legal for all citizens over the
age of 18. Cigarettes are especially notorious for their link to
lung cancer. The connection is
so well documented that cigarette packages are required to be
labeled as dangerous products
that may cause cancer. Even
still, with these obvious dangers

lurking, the legality of tobacco
and tobacco products is not denied or even really challenged.
So, what does marijuana do
to you? The answer is, essential-

tainly, drugs like heroin and cocaine can cause overdose, death,
etc., and thus are rightly banned.
But marijuana is — in layman’s
terms — harmless. As an adult,
you have certain
rights to your
body. If you have
As an adult, you
a choice between
tobacco
and
have certain rights
marijuana, the
to your body. If you
healthier choice
is the latter; if
have a choice between
is the case,
tobacco and marijuana, this
then why are
the healthier choice
grown men and
women preventis the latter
ed from making
the decision for
themselves?
Jeri Cosgrove
There is absolutely no reason to continue
ly nothing. The “high” feeling the costly “war on weed.” It is
produced is the only real “side a natural drug that is less addiceffect” of marijuana use. It has tive than tobacco and alcohol
been found that marijuana is not — two legal substances. Instead
likely to cause long-term brain of punishment, let it generate
impairment, nor is it physically taxes and revenue. Rather than
addicting. The physiological ef- hinder our freedoms, let it be
fect that marijuana has on one’s something that can help our
lungs is much less severe than economy.
that of tobacco. Essentially,
Let’s replace jail time with a
weed is just not nearly as awful bit of peace and quiet. There’s
to your health as tobacco is.
no need to hurt those who are
But, if the health bit isn’t not harming others. It’s time
your problem, then let’s focus to get over the fear and move
on the rights issue. Since we can toward a more free, and likely
clearly ascertain that marijuana more safe, state of being.
is not extensively harmful to
anyone’s health, should it not be
Jeri Cosgrove is a third-year
left up to individuals to decide English student with a concenwhether or not they use it? Cer- tration in creative writing

Benefits outweigh
downfalls in weed bill
Bipartisan support shows legalization has traction
A bipartisan sponsored bill
was introduced Thursday for
the statewide legalization of
marijuana in Maine. The introduction of this bill would
mean all sorts of money for
the state and would keep many
nonviolent offenders out of
our prisons. House representatives from both parties agree
that the
marijuana prohibition
era
is
over and
see it as
a chance
for economic
growth
m o r e
than as a
morality
issue.
I think
that this
proposal
is an intelligent step for the
state of Maine to take. The
possibility of community
growth from the legalization
could be very promising and
lead to more jobs. On top of
that, the idea that the state
could have the opportunity to
put a heavy tax on the herb is
great for revenue. The taxes
brought in can be pushed into
public education and infrastructure.
The negative aspect of legalizing pot is of course the
fear that youth would be exposed to it, leading to more
usage among minors. This
misconception is the same
with alcohol and anything else

we prohibit our children from
doing.
Harsh restrictions put a
stigma on substances like pot
and alcohol that make them irresistible to teenagers. Instead
of restricting its use and labeling it a drug, parents should be
explaining that it is OK to use
marijuana, just as we consume

The university could benefit from legalization by researching strains of the plant,
and newly graduated students
that are in the plant field can
have the opportunity to stay
in the state. This is one of the
major goals the university always strives for — to have
their students stay and help
Maine prosper. The
research that could
be done at the uniInstead of restriciting
versity using marijuana could also
its use and labeling it
help
understand
a drug, parents should
it and use it to the
best of our abilities
be explaining that it is
in medicine.
OK to use marijuana,
As I see it, marijuana has a place in
just as we consume
Maine. It may not
alcohol: in moderation
be legal yet, but
I see it becoming
legal and changAntonio Addessi
ing the state for the
better. Maine could
do nothing but benalcohol: in moderation.
efit from it. The people that
The legislation will make it use pot already are going to
legal to grow it yourself and continue to use it regardless of
“give” it to other people, as whether it is legal or not. To
opposed to selling. The selling legalize it you are only creatwill be left to the licensed mer- ing a prosperous place where
chants that will be supplied by people will want to live again
licensed growers around the because of the infinite opporstate. This could be great for tunities that could be had. I’m
communities in the north that not saying that after I graducould benefit from greenhouse ate, I would stay in Maine for
production and distribution the pot, but I may decide to
of the substance in southern stay and help create a healthy
Maine. This could increase community that benefits from
revenue in towns that have a simple, harmless plant.
been struggling out of the logAntonio Addessi is a thirdging-centered economy. The
profits could build these com- year psychology student with
munities again and bring them a minor in Marxism and socialism
back to life.
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SCOTUS to hear
landmark finance case
McCutcheon v. FEC carries big implications for elections
Where has America’s political integrity gone?
Sequestration,
voting
rights, DOMA and gun regulation may be hot topics on this
week’s political schedule, but
the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision on Tuesday to hear McCutcheon v. Federal Election
Commission
comes as another possible
landmark in
campaign finance reform.
Above all, it is
a check on the
United States’
adherence to
preserving
the integrity
of our Constitution.
Plaintiff
Shaun
McCutcheon,
an Alabama
businessman
and conservative activist, and
the Republican National Committee are challenging the constitutionality of Federal Election Commission’s regulations
capping individual donors at
a maximum amount to more
than just one candidate over a
two-year election cycle.
If the suit is accepted, an
aggregate limit of around
$123,000 per person, per twoyear election cycle would be
absolutely obliterated. This
would open the door for officeholders and political candidates to solicit obscene
amounts of money — potentially upwards of $2 million.
Campaign finance has a
long, intricate history within
our legal system, which demonstrates the significance of
this case.
Buckley v. Valeo, in 1976,
found limiting corporate expenditures was not compelling
duty of the government as the
regulation of the expenditures
undermined the value to the
candidate and this, in and of
itself, “allievat[ed] the danger
that expenditures will be given
as a quid pro quo for improper
commitments.”
Citizens United v. FEC,
in 2010, fortified this, reasoning by claiming the First
Amendment prohibited the
government from restricting
independent donations from
corporations. A corporation
has been recognized as a person since Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward,
in 1819, and this case was no
different.
An even older Supreme

Court precedent has been its
take on defeating political
corruption. With all due respect to Buckley v. Valeo, the
Court decided years ago that
government has the power to
and will limit donations if the
issue of political corruption is
altogether evident in federal

“will [show] precisely where
to lay the wreath of gratitude.”
If SCOTUS sides with
McCutcheon and the RNC,
it would be the first time in
history that the Court has declared direct contribution limit unconstitutional. “Wreaths
of gratitude”
will be hung
on doors of
elites across
If SCOTUS sides with
the
nation,
McCuthceon and the
replacing the
integrity that
RNC, it would be the
once hung on
first time in history that
every Amerithe Court has declared
can’s door.
Here are
direct contribution
the numbers:
limit unconstitutional
A
report
from Demos
and USPIRG
found
that
Logan Nee
candidates
for both the
U.S. House
politics.
and U.S. Senate in the 2012
But have we come to a elections raised the majorpoint where intervention is ity of their funds from donors
necessary?
giving $1,000 or more. Forty
While Buckley v. Valeo can percent of all contributions to
be attributed to today’s system the U.S Senate candidates and
of no limits and possibly the 32.5 percent to U.S. House
greatest political scandal in candidates came from donors
U.S. history — Watergate — a giving the maximum $2,500
post-Citizens United political contribution limit; those doworld is certainly ripe with nors amounted to just 0.02
corruption via the super PAC percent of the U.S. population
phenomena.
— just 0.02 percent.
Grassroots elections at the
Whoever makes the argufederal level have been a thing ment that money is not a vote
of the past for years, but the in today’s politics is patently
2012 presidential elections wrong. It’s irresponsible, it’s
demonstrated how “inflated” outrageous and it’s unconstiour vote has truly become.
tutional.
Former aides to each canI have never been an Ocdidate ran Obama’s “Priorities cupy supporter and never will
USA” and Romney’s “Restore be, because I think there is an
Our Future,” while the same underlying integrity lapse on
consultants and media place- both ends of the spectrum. Not
ment firms were used in their all folks who work in the bankrespective campaigns.
ing industry are corrupt, just
Super PACs may not have as not all Americans benefitwon every election in 2012, ing from welfare in our nation
but they certainly set the fi- are attempting to freeload.
nancial bar in U.S. political
Simply put, our Founding
campaigns at the federal level Fathers would not have wanted
much higher. This freshman a narrow political class of the
class of both Democrats and U.S. population swindling the
Republicans are indebted to votes of Americans. One may
these donors for the entirety argue that the power of voting
of their terms in office, not to overrides campaign contribuyou — the ones who voted for tions and that every American
them.
has the choice to use their own
McCutcheon made it the rationale to make a reasonable,
U.S. Supreme Court after it educated decision.
was ruled against in the U.S.
Unfortunately, money talks.
District Court in Washington And when money talks, money
D.C. in September.
always wins.
The majority opinion written by libertarian-minded JanLogan Nee is a third-year
ice Rogers Brown, claimed economics and political scithat solicitation of and benefit ence student
from such large contributions

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Oscar the Grouch Academy Awards
Lions Lambs
Dogs Cats
John Coltrane Coldplay
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Album Review:
Foals
‘Holy Fire’

Taylor speaks about
LGBT acceptance
By Lauren Abbatte
For The Maine Campus

Idiosyncratic U.K. group departs slightly from last disc
By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

In 2010, Foals put out one
of the best albums of the year.
“Total Life Forever” was
danceable indie rock with the
vast atmospheres of Explosions
in the Sky. Most importantly, it
was consistent: every track is
a gem. Each cut was different,
without sounding like it aimed
for that perception.
The standard these U.K.
darlings have a lot to live up to
— each of their albums, “Holy
Fire” included, has charted
at No. 10 or higher across the
pond. When album opener
“Prelude” kicks in, a lot of
questions can be asked.
First, where did the happiness go? “Total Life Forever”
was either joyous or melancholic, but never sinister or
gritty like “Prelude.” It’s reminiscent of God Is An Astronaut
and their alternative rock-influenced instrumentals and the
pounding kick drum create a
sense of pre-war unease.
It’s a complete 180-degree
turn for the group. However,
it’s very good. It’s completely
fair to want another “Total
Life Forever” because of how
awesome that record was. But
here’s the thing: If you want
that album, listen to it. This is
something different; while it’s
still produced by Foals, it’s not
immediately evident.
That’s probably because we
haven’t heard from singer Yannis Philippakis yet. Lead single
and second track “Inhaler” falls
somewhere between the previous song and their previous album. Philippakis’ voice changes between light wispiness and
emotional power, but the former quality is far less present
on “Holy Fire” due to the more
intense nature of the album.
It may seem like the Foals
of yesteryear have packed their
bags and left without looking
back after the album’s opening minutes, but “My Number”
would fit right in on “Total Life
Forever” and as “Holy Fire”
plays itself out, it’s easy to
think that about the rest of the
tracks, too.
So really, Foals didn’t shift
their sound: The first two tracks
just aren’t representative of the

Transgressive
rest of the album.
Foals should be applauded
for trying to mix up their vibe,
but that doesn’t seem to actually be happening. The harder
edge of the first couple tracks
attempts to create an illusion
that the rest of the album is a
different beast, but it isn’t. And
that’s fantastic, because “Total
Life Forever” was great: Greatness is something you don’t
mess with.
AC/DC has been making essentially the same album since
1975, and they get away with
it because the songs are good.
Foals don’t have that level of
stylistic monotony, but the example serves to illustrate the
point that a complete reinvention isn’t necessary with each
new record.
“Holy Fire” could almost
be looked at as a companion to
“Total Life Forever.” Picture
these two records having been
released as a two-disc concept
album, the first half of which
is slightly more upbeat and optimistic while the closing disc
gets a slight dose of grit. That
could easily work and continuity between albums is a good
thing for a band — not monotony, continuity.
There is a difference: Monotony would mean the group
banked on the success of the

first record by making few alterations to their aesthetic and
carrying on as they were, while
continuity sees them building
on their previous work to step
forward and try something
slightly new, but not too much
so, because as aforementioned,
there’s no point in fixing something that works perfectly fine.
Foals injected a small bit of
testosterone into “Holy Fire”
which, upon first listen, can
leave a taste in your mouth —
not a bad one, but an unsettling
one. However, repeat listens
bring out the charm of their
previous album, which was a
gorgeous reverb-soaked rollercoaster. The crunchy guitars
settle in as just another weapon
in a familiar arsenal.
The picked guitars are still
here, as are the dance-like beats
and Philippakis’ vocals, which
are among the best in modern
indie. Maybe Foals are trying
to fool themselves into thinking they’re a bit harder than
they actually are, but if a few
minor changes are all it takes
for them to keep pumping out
records that sound familiar but
fresh, they can think whatever
they want.

Grade: A-

Year’s opening months
sees great releases
Column
Keeping track of new music
is tough. According to music review aggregate site Metacritic,
163 albums have been released
this year. That doesn’t include
count records too
obscure
and not
n o t e worthy
enough
for
the
site.
I’m not
claiming
that I’ve How I Hear It
By Derrick
been able
Rossignol
to
sort
through
all of those
and tell you with supreme confidence what the best albums of
Jan. and Feb. 2013 are. But, in
case you need a starting point
to catch up with the past two
months, here are a few of my
favorites in no particular order:
Hayden – “Us Alone”
Starting with self-released
albums on cassette — that were
actually solid — later morphing
into a more refined songwriter,
Canadian musician Hayden has
been going at it in relative obscurity since the mid-1990s. His
latest record will probably also
go underappreciated, which is a
shame: the Neil Young-ish duet
“Blurry Nights” and the mellow opener “Motel” will be left

unheard.
My Bloody Valentine
– “MBV”
This is the release heard
‘round the world — the one
that essentially broke the Internet. In short, 22 years after
the release of their classic 1991
album,“Loveless,” the legendary shoegaze group suddenly
and without much warning released a new record at the start
of this month. Much like their
landmark record, “MBV” is often a wall of sound with beauty
waiting behind the chaos for
those patient or perceptive
enough to notice.
Foals – “Holy Fire”
The follow-up to one of my
favorite albums, 2010’s “Total
Life Forever,” is a real firecracker. It’s upbeat and poppy
like its predecessor, but it has
a newfound edge that doesn’t
try to drown out their old sensibilities. The first two tracks are
almost jarringly leaning toward
alternative rock, but familiarity returns for the rest of Foals’
wonderful third album.
Eels – “Wonderful, Glorious”
Eels, which is primarily
Mark Everett, are at their best
at their most stripped down.
The acoustic and hopeful “On
The Ropes” is the group’s
best track since 2010’s “Little
Bird,” another delicate little
ditty. There’s always room for
a dose of alternative weirdness,
though, like in the slice of indie grunge that is “New Alpha-

bet.”
Jim James – “Regions of
Light and Sound of God”
This one was actually somewhat underwhelming, probably
because of the high standards
set by James’ main gig, My
Morning Jacket. Out of that
context, this record would probably seem more interesting.
Still, opening number “State of
the Art (A.E.I.O.U.)” is better
than many MMJ songs. As for
the others, maybe this record
is a grower that requires the
listening party to cast preconceived southern-rock notions
aside and see James in his own
region of light.
Local Natives – “Hummingbird”
There is no sophomore
slump here: Local Natives’ second record is upbeat yet introspective, classic yet futuristic
and other contradictions. Casting aside most of the barefootwalk-through-the-woods sound
of their first album, “Hummingbird” is a more consistent and more fun album, not
to mention that “Ceilings” is
one of the most gentle songs of
the year, although it’s actually
quite driving.
Yo La Tengo – “Fade”
Along with My Bloody Valentine, Yo La Tengo are keeping
the ’90s alive in 2013. They’ve
shifted their sound a lot over
the years. But this time around,
they’ve settled primarily on a
more relaxed nature — see “I’ll
Be Around.”

Former University of Maryland wrestler Hudson Taylor
came to the University of Maine
Monday to present a lecture to
students, coaches and faculty,
advocating an accepting environment for the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender community. In the event was hosted by
UMaine’s LGBT Services.
The three-time NCAA AllAmerican collegiate wrestler
gave his story about his road to
becoming an athletic ally to the
gay community and how student athletes can do the same.
Taylor started the non-profit
organization Athlete Ally shortly after he graduated college.
The organization advocates
“Victory Through Unity” and
serves as a “resource to encourage athletes, coaches, parents,
fans and other members of the
sports community to respect all
individuals involved in sports,”
according the organization’s
website.
“I am very cognizant of the
fact that some people may not
agree with marriage equality
and they may never will, so
for me I try to keep the politics out of it,” Taylor said. “I
try to keep your faith out of it
and make the conversation really simple — this is about how
we treat one another, it’s about
respect.”
Taylor admits that it wasn’t
until his college career that he
realized he needed to do more
than play a bystander role towards LGBT issues and their
relationship with the athletic
community. Growing up, he
cited that certain circumstances
prevented him from doing the
right thing.
The first was his family,
whose ancestors were Christian
ministers who spread the word
of the Bible to those who hadn’t
yet accepted Christianity. The
second was the wrestling climate and athletic culture he had
always been a part of. According to Taylor, it is assumed that
you have to be masculine in
an athletic circle. Phrases like
“that’s so gay” were thrown

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

Hudson Taylor speaks to student-athletes Monday night about
being a gay-straight ally in Division I sports. Taylor is currently the
wrestling coach at Columbia University and was formerly an allAmerican wrestler at the University of Maryland.

around like it meant nothing.
He felt that it was not his place
to speak out against such language.
“We all have an innate desire
to fit in.… The easiest thing is
to do nothing,” Taylor said.
The third obstacle was passing what Taylor called the
awareness test. Taylor pointed
out that the insular athletic
community often feels they are
not a part of the gay community.
“I never thought I knew
someone who was gay,” Taylor
said. “It’s easy to miss something you’re not looking for.”
When Taylor entered college as an All-Star wrestler and
a theater student, everything
changed. He recalls one very
memorable moment in class
when a male student who sat
next to Taylor came into class
and made a personal yet public
step toward being truer to himself, coming out as a homosexual to the class. Going from this
moving moment to his wrestling circle made him realize he
needed to become aware.
During his senior year of
college, Taylor decided it was
time to speak out. He started
his wrestling season with a Hu-

man Rights sticker on his helmet. Taylor claimed that wearing this sticker has changed his
life more than anything else.
Taylor’s coach later approached him to do an interview
with a newspaper about why he
made this subtle yet powerful
decision to wear the sticker
while competing. Attached
in the article Taylor included
his email address, encouraging people to reach out to him
for support. The feedback he
received was bigger than he
ever could have expected. His
role as an open athletic ally of
the LGBT community has only
grown since then.
Taylor advocates that there
are certain things we can all do
to make an impact on the acceptance of LGBT issues. He
encourages students, athletes
and non-athletes alike, to use
social media as a tool to show
support.
“I think athletes, in particular, have the ability to change
people’s opinions in a major
way,” Taylor said. “If the college and professional athletes
are saying it’s not cool to say
‘that’s so gay,’ I’m going to listen, and that’s going to change
the way that I conduct myself.”
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Women’s Studies Program hosts
professor’s talk on famed designer
By Kaylie Reese
Head Copy Editor

On Feb. 20, adjunct professor of history and women’s
studies Jennifer Woodard
had the unique opportunity to
present on the 50th anniversary of Betty Friedan’s lauded
work, “The Feminine Mystique.” Coincidentally, Woodard presented “The Masculine
Mystique: Elizabeth Hawes
and Fashion’s Gendered Discourse” at the Women in Curriculum Lunch Series hosted
by the University of Maine’s
WIC, a women’s studies program.
Woodard, who received her
bachelor’s, master’s and Ph.D.
through UMaine, has been
studying the life of famed
fashion designer and writer
Elizabeth Hawes since 2008.
The Wednesday presentation
was a venue for Woodard to
present what did not fit into
her 2011 dissertation. Woodard’s presentation examined
Hawes’ contributions to men’s
and women’s fashion, challenges to gender norms and
how she was affected by the
persistent Cold War ideology.
Hawes’
contributions
stretch from the 1920s to the
1960s. Woodard noted that
Hawes was strongly concerned with economics, particularly with capitalism.
What compelled Woodard to
study Hawes was her unconventional, often overlooked
history.
Hawes is perhaps best
known as a fashion designer,
from 1928 to 1940. Afterward,

she worked for United Auto was that women were forced which was the cause of her
Workers. This drastic transi- to care about their appearance, death in 1971. For the show,
tion motivated Woodard to in- regardless of the occasion, Hawes had developed a men’s
vestigate, asking, “Who does while men were expected to fashion line that featured
that?” What she found was look like workers, whether it skirts, but it was met with
that Hawes was increasingly be the white-collared suit or ridicule. Woodard noted that
disenchanted by how work- paint-stained denim.
even one of Hawes’ lifelong
ing-class women didn’t have
“As long as it signifies friends stated there was no
access to nice clothes, and work, it signifies capitalist room in the industry. Hawes’
that the nature of capitalism patriarchy,” Woodard said.
challenge to men’s fashion
didn’t give them the opportuAn active interest to change was a challenge to capitalism,
nity. This compelled Hawes to this perpetuated Hawes initia- making it both politically and
do something about it.
tive through the rest of her socially dangerous.
“[Hawes] plunged into career.
“Dressing outside the norm
anything she took a hold of,”
Woodard’s
research would result in ridicule and
Woodard said of Hawes’ en- brought her to the Fashion In- assumptions about weakness,”
thusiasm.
stitute of Technology in New Woodard said. “To dress like a
Hawes then
woman would sigdecided
to
nify a loss of priv“Men’s fashions hold the same
work alongside
ilege and power.”
working-class
Woodard stated
symbolic power, in terms of history,
women, to learn patriarchy and capitalism, as women’s has.” that Hawes was
their plight and
ahead of her time
become a voice
in her recognition
Jennifer Woodard that dressing for
for them. She
Adjunct professor of history and women’s studies one’s gender was
soon became a
labor organizer
a deliberate choice
and writer —
and argued that
political activities that caused York, where she found an un- people needed to break free
the FBI to take notice during published manuscript written from these norms, even if they
the McCarthy era. What she by Hawes in 1967, “Old Mas- were subconscious decisions.
found was that, even outside culine Mystique.” In pour“We have this language
of the fashion world, she ing over the works, Woodard that we can refer to in our
couldn’t escape gender-relat- saw that Hawes recognized dialogue,” Woodard said,
ed inequalities.
that clothing was a symbol referring to Judith Butler’s
During a 1940s UAW rally, that men had achieved power “Gender Trouble” and terms
Hawes observed directly that and economic status; clothing like “performing gender” and
clothing was an identifier of kept the patriarchal trend go- “gender binary.”
both gender and occupation ing, that men were the “bread“Elizabeth Hawes was notfor men. Woodard noted that winners,” strong and serious ing this as early as 1936, when
men’s clothing was embedded — anything but feminine.
she wrote ‘Fashion is Spinin capitalist and patriarchal
In 1967, FIT held a progres- ach.’… She was struggling for
American ideologies. Women sive show “Two Modern Art- 30 years. She didn’t have the
were dressed in clothing and ists of Dress: Elizabeth Hawes language at her disposal.”
were wearing makeup not ap- and Rudi Gernreich.” By this
Woodard concluded her
propriate for the event, while time, Hawes had already been lecture with an interest to
men were wearing jeans and subjected by McCarthyism examine the implications of
T-shirts. What Hawes realized and had become an alcoholic, Hawes’ work and why it is

relevant. In addition to stating
that Hawes was formative to
the present gender discourse,
she noted that the consciousness of labor history is different for men and women, that
they had different performative, social and cultural expectations; looking at clothing and work attire is a way to
observe this.
“Of course [women] wanted the same things: more
money, better hours, maybe
some vacation time. [Men and
women] were arguing for the
same things, but women had
a different consciousness, different things that they were
thinking about” Woodard said.
“I take that same framework
when we look at men’s fashion history.”
Woodard intends to continue exploring men’s fashion
history in her future studies.
“Men’s fashions hold the
same symbolic power, in
terms of history, patriarchy
and capitalism, as women’s
has,” Woodard said.
On Feb. 27, the WIC Lunch
Series will hold a panel, called
“Malala Yousafazi: Speaking
Truth to Power in the Face
of Violence While Claiming
the Right to Education,” hosting Eman Attia of the Islamic
Center of Maine Outreach;
Yvonne Thibodeau, an adjunct
professor of peace and reconciliation studies; and members
of the Student Women’s Association. For a complete schedule of this and other events,
visit the WIC/WST website
at https://umaine.edu/womensstudies/.

Brewing an art almost
as old as mankind
Column

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

Meagan Ouellette (right) introduce the Vagina Monologues on
Thursday and Friday night.

Vagina

from A10
“I think that the cast agreed
that the second night went a little
bit more smoothly, because we
knew how we wanted everything
set up and we felt more prepared
for the show as a whole.”
Overall there were no mishaps reported from either Guerino or Weed, and both were impressed with the turnout and
money raised from the two-night
event.
“In comparison to last year,
I think the show was extremely
different considering we had a
different venue and an almost
entirely new cast,” Guerino
wrote in an email.
Wood made a similar comment, saying that the look and
feel of the venue was better this
year than last. He reported that
the event felt more personal in
Neville Hall.
“One thing I was impressed

Shake

from A10
and forth or launching into a set
of pelvic thrusts to the beat of
the music. As the beat reaches a
crescendo, the frame cuts from
the solo dancer into a scene of
outright pandemonium. The
formerly stationary bystanders
become animate, often costumed, dancing upside down,
sideways or in other ridiculous
but amusing ways.

with about this year’s show was
that the crowd was so diverse
[…] many men and women enjoyed the show and that a large
amount of these people had
never been before and were willing to try out a new experience,”
Guerino wrote.
“One of the most influential
people who I spoke to after the
show was a senior citizen who
said that she wished these call
to actions started 50 [years] ago.
Those are the conversations that
make all of the hard work and
preparation worth it,” Guerino
reported.
Guerino expressed great gratitude for the people who came
to the show and supported the
cause.
“It is not easy to step out of
your comfort zone but an incredible amount of people did and,
because of this, we have over
[$3,000] that will be donated to
organizations that support the
causes that the cast and SWA believe in.”
The UMaine’s version included a cardboard cutout of
Shaquille O’Neal, a student in
German lederhosen, a Teletubby, a dinosaur and several Rec
Center workers who burst out
of a rolling bin of towels.
“Everyone has a fun time doing something silly, with some
creative dance moves,” Lisnet
said, after the event was filmed.
“We put some thought into getting involved with the students,
and we decided to take our shot
and have some fun.”

The art and science of brewing is as old as culture itself.
As societies began to transition
from hunting and gathering to
farming the land, they developed grain surpluses for the first
time. Stored
in pits or
crude silos,
sometimes
the
grain
would get
saturated
with rainwater and
spontaneThe Hop
ously ferReport
ment thanks
By Ezra
to
wild
Juskewitch
yeast. Thus
began a process of brewing and developing alcoholic beverages that has
continued unbroken to this day.
Read on to hear about mead and
sahti, two styles of Norse libations that have survived through
history to make a comeback today.
It is commonly assumed that
the people of antiquity drank
alcohol because of the lack of
potable water. This is only half
true. While there were issues
with fresh water, most cities
and towns could supply their
people with enough water to
drink. Good drink was reserved
for royalty, but regardless of
station, if you lived under the
near-constant threat of death by
sword-related hemorrhage or
blunt force trauma at the hands
of the kingdom next door, I’m
sure you would rather have a
beer than a glass of water.
Older than recorded history,
one could make the case that
mead has never gone out of style.
Once people discovered the joys
of fermented honey, they never
stopped making mead, and one
of the reasons for this is its sheer
simplicity. Mead is water, honey

and yeast. For fledgling meadmakers, consider the enormous
variety of recipes online. Mead
is also excellent when you crush
your favorite fruit and add it to
the mix. As for personal recommendations, try adding crushed
frozen or fresh blueberries, or
orange peels and coriander.
Ironically, mead continues
to be seen as something only
people who attend “Ye Olde Renaissance Faires” or go LARPING enjoy. But as one online
writer suggested, mead was
once considered “the ancient
berserker crunk-juice of kings”
because it was a favorite of the
Vikings — not your typical history geeks. Besides the alcohol
content, mead was an excellent choice for Norse peoples
because its shelf life is almost
infinite. Between the sugar and
alcohol content, mead tends
to only improve with age. On
the long journeys in the North
Atlantic, mead wasn’t only the
delicious choice for the Viking
people, it was the pragmatic
choice.
Today, meaderies have
ditched the iron axes and longboats in favor of the latest in
stainless steel fermentation
tanks and sophisticated tasting
rooms. Maine Mead Company,
from Portland, ME, for example,
makes no less than nine varieties
of mead, which does not include
the aged vintages or special editions. With all of the ingredients
sourced in Maine, the Portland
based company employs the latest in mead-making technology:
a continuous fermentation system developed in South Africa.
Delicious when chilled for a
summer picnic or warmed with
spices after snowshoeing, their
dry mead has been recognized
as one of the best in the world.
Their lavender mead is best
paired with delicately flavored
dishes, but also does wonders
when mixed with tonic water,
gin and fresh lime juice. Maine

Mead Co. has only been in business for six years, but already
has vintages of their seasonal
meads, such as their summer
strawberry mead and a bourbon
aged variety.
Sahti originated some time
after mead, but recent archaeological digs in Scandinavia suggest that this type of ale was
brewed much earlier than originally thought. Researchers have
discovered shallow stone-lined
pits with traces of beer-specific
yeast. They surmise that brewing and infusing was done by
heating up rocks and dropping
them into the wort. At the time
sahti was first being brewed,
hops were probably still on
their way to Germany by way of
Mongol invaders, so it was traditionally filtered and flavored
with juniper twigs and berries.
Thanks to curious and enterprising breweries, this protobeer is enjoying a new life. Part
of a series of historical reconstructions, Dogfish Head made
a beer called Sah-Tea, a blend of
Chai tea spices and juniper beer.
Part of the small batch series
from Samuel Adams Brewing,
Norse Legend is a dark ale with
hints of juniper. New Belgium
Brewing released a beer called
Lips of Faith, which is a brewed
in the sahti style. Some adventurous brewers have even tried
using white pine needles, an ancient brewing addition, to replicate the flavors of the brews of
antiquity. The closest thing to
true sahti, however, is made in
Finland and other Scandinavian
countries.
So bust out a history book
and have a drink, because mead
and sahti don’t just represent
how far we have come from our
medieval past; the fact that we
still make them and drink them
shows how close we still are
to our ancient roots. Whether
you’re setting off on a raid 1,000
years ago or writing a paper on
medieval literature, cheers.

A9

Smith
starts as
Fresh
Prince
Column
Over the years, it has been
trendy for musicians to cross
into the film industry. No one
has been more successful in
this endeavor than Will Smith.
Starting off his days as a part
of
hiphop duo
DJ Jazzy
Jeff
&
The Fresh
Prince,
S m i t h
eventually became
one
of
the highTrip Down
est paid
actors in Memory Lane
By Josh Deakin
Hollywood.
Wi l l
Smith got his start in West
Philadelphia — one might even
say he was “born and raised” in
the area. This was also where
he met Jeff Townes, more commonly known as DJ Jazzy Jeff.
Not long after meeting, the two
decided to team up with Clarence Holmes, or Ready Rock
C. Holmes was classified as the
beatboxer of the group.
Word Up Records signed
the group and released their
first single, “Girls Ain’t Nothing But Trouble.” The single
reached the offices of Jive Records and eventually led to the
group’s signing. Their debut
record, “Rock the House,” was
released in 1987. After the release, the group went on tour
with Run DMC and Public Enemy.
It wasn’t long before the
group was back in the studio recording their next record titled
“He’s the DJ, I’m the Rapper.”
The album was the first double
vinyl release of the hip-hop
industry. The album produced
three singles, including “Parents Just Don’t Understand.”
The third single released was
a song titled “A Nightmare
On My Street.” The song was
written about the Nightmare on
Elm Street film series and tells
a story of Will Smith facing off
against the infamous Freddy
Kruger. The album went triple
platinum.
The group’s third album,
“And in This Corner...,” was
released in 1989. Soon after its
release, changes were brought
to the group. Hip-hop was
changing and the group suffered in popularity because of
it. Their third album saw only
two singles released. In 1990,
Ready Rock C left the group
due to creative differences. He
unsuccessfully sued the group
in 1999.
It was around this time that
Will Smith was offered a sitcom opportunity for NBC. Jeff
Townes appeared on the show
as a character appropriately
named “Jazz.” The hit television show, The Fresh Prince of
Bel-Air, was born.
Over the next three years,
the group released two more albums under the name DJ Jazzy
Jeff & The Fresh Prince. With
Smith’s foot in the door of the
acting industry, movie roles
began to materialize. Smith’s
career took off from all directions. After a break from his
“Fresh Prince” title, Smith embarked on a solo career which
saw the release of four albums.
Smith’s most recent album,
“Lost & Found,” was released
in 2005 and featured the hit
single “Switch.” DJ Jazzy Jeff
would work with Smith on his
1999 solo record, “Willennium.” He also released two
solo records and has become a
well-known producer, working
with artists like Jill Scott and
Musiq.
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Monologues raise over $3,000 in 14th year
Performance part of V-day compaign to raise money for Spruce Run, others
By Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

The Student Women’s Association hosted its 14th annual performance of The Vagina
Monologues Feb. 21 and 22 at
the University of Maine. The
event is part of a global activist
movement called V-Day, which
raises awareness to stop violence
against women and girls.
According to the V-Day
website, community members
and college students alike join
the V-Day campaign to produce benefit performances of
The Vagina Monologues across
the globe. This year, UMaine’s
performance raised money for
Spruce Run, Mabel Wadsworth
Women’s Health Center, Rape
Response Services of Bangor
and the V-Day campaign.

“Overall we had a great turnout for both nights,” third-year
journalism student and co-chair
of SWA Casey Weed reported
in an email. “Friday night we almost sold out, but we were pretty

$3,000 was raised between the
two nights, and approximately
400 tickets were sold.
“I’d say it was pretty evenly
split,” Weed wrote about female
and male attendance. “Some-

“This event is important […] because it
raises awareness about women and what
women want instead of what men want.”
Dana Freshley
Student Women’s Association Co-chair
packed on Thursday as well. I
was really happy with the turnout […] Everyone I spoke with
after the shows said they really
enjoyed it, some even said it was
better than last year’s.”
Weed reported that just over

times I think the males in the audience find the show more entertaining than some of the girls.
“I think it was a big eye-opener for a lot of people as well,”
Weed added.
“This event is important […]

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

UMaine women perform Vagina Monologues, put on by the Student Women’s Association, on Thursday
and Friday.

because it raises awareness about
women and what women want
instead of what men want,” Dana
Freshley, a fourth-year communication student and SWA cochair, wrote in an email. “Sex
usually surrounds male desire
and satisfaction, so it’s important
to acknowledge women’s opinions and voices about sex.”
Freshley narrated the event,
introducing each skits and providing background information
for the segments.
UMaine student organization
Male Athletes Against Violence
showed their support by ushering the event for the second year
in a row. Student coordinator for
MAAV Spencer Wood was impressed with The Vagina Monologues.
“It was great,” the fourthyear communication and human
development student said. “The
skits were educational.”
According to Wood, the Vagina Monologues touched on
many different experiences from
a diverse age group, referring to
skits from the point of view of
an old woman and one from a
6-year-old girl and every age in
between.
“It’s good for men to
experience,”Wood said. “Some
of the themes and struggles are
directed toward that world.”
For Wood, it was important
to have MAAV members show
support and laugh a little.
“Some subjects are serious
but can be shown in a different
light,” Wood said.
Wood reported that MAAV
takes as many chances to show
their support for women’s organizations and raise awareness
against rape and violence.
Fourth-year food science and
human nutrition student Aubrey
Webster took her mother to the

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

Gwen Kotyk performs at the Vagina Monologues on Thursday and
Friday evening.

show Friday night.
“I think there were definite
times in the monologues where
I felt uncomfortable, but only
because I was wondering if my
mom was reflecting upon the
stories like I was, or if she was
embarrassed,” Webster wrote in
an email.
“I was really impressed with
how they took the interviews
of women and turned them into
such powerful messages,” Webster reported. “There were quite
a few males at the performance,
and I think it was a really good
learning experience for them.
“The monologues weren’t

too graphic,” Webster added. “I
think [they] were really good at
portraying how women feel and
view their sexual organs.
“I’d definitely suggest it to
others. I think it’s great for guys,
and women of all ages. I’d recommend [going] in with an open
mind. If you’re close-minded you
won’t be receptive to others’ life
experiences,” Webster wrote.
Delaney Guerino, director
of The Vagina Monologues and
member of SWA, wrote in an
email that the second night went
a little better.
See Vagina on A9

UMaine gets in on ‘Harlem Shake’ craze
Student groups film popular dance
because it’ll be a fun memory, a
few years from now.”
Alexander Chandler, the
On Feb. 18, roughly 200 opening dancer for the video,
University of Maine students was surprised when he was apmet on the New Balance Stu- proached to don a hockey mask
dent Recreation Center basket- and dance a solo.
“I expected them to have
ball courts to participate in the
latest Internet sensation to go someone already chosen, and I
viral: the “Harlem Shake.” The was just going to be one of the
newly popular dance was orga- people in the back” he said, connized by Ron Lisnet, a visual fessing, “I hadn’t even heard of
media liaison from the Depart- the ‘Harlem Shake’ until I got
ment of Marketing and Com- invited to [the UMaine event]
munications. Bananas T. Bear on Facebook, then I watched
was among the dancers, along some on YouTube and thought
they were funny.”
with
members
Chandler
of the UMaine
went on to say
Cheering Squad,
that leading the
as well as studance for a Youdents dressed in a
variety of humor“I think I did well, Tube video was
of the ordious costumes.
I mean I hope so out
nary for him, but
Following an
because I’m the
worth it.
explosion of vid“ N o r m a l l y,
eos on YouTube
guy in the front
I would never
— including a
so everyone is
have done someversion produced
by the UMaine
going to see me.” thing like that
— it was very
Track Team —
out of character.
several student
Alexander Chandler But they gave me
groups used FaceVideo participant the opportunity,
book to orchesso I went for it. It
trate their own
was really fun,”
productions, and
Chandler said. “I
Lisnet stepped in
think I did well. I
to bring everyone
mean, I hope so because I’m the
together.
“We had seen that this was guy in the front so everyone is
a trend going viral and thought going to see me.”
But, with almost 200 fellow
we would try it,” Lisnet said.
“We saw a bunch of groups students flailing away behind
already organizing, so we con- him, Chandler was far from
tacted them to join together alone.
The dance itself originated
with us.”
Many students involved said several months ago on Youthat they participated because it Tube and gained the status of
was a fun way to express school epidemic on the Internet. Soon,
spirit and join in on the Internet a variety of office workers,
military units and universities
trend.
“I was going to dress as a began to duplicate the dance’s
cow, but a friend of mine hap- signature style.
The dance begins with a solo
pened to have a dinosaur costume, so I took the opportunity,” dancer among a group of stasaid Erin Donahue, a first-year tionary or passive bystanders.
kinesiology and physical edu- In the many iterations, the first
cation student who is concen- dancer is usually masked, movtrating in athletic training. “A ing his or her shoulders back
friend knew about it before it
See Shake on A9
was on Facebook. I got involved

By Ezra Juskewitch
For The Maine Campus

Students at the University of Maine partook in the school’s attempt at a “Harlem Shake” video.

Photos courtesy of Rachel Boudreau
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Meet softball
pitcher Spoehr
Spoeh looks to lead the
UMaine pitching staff
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New York (Sun.) 99 93 Philadelphia
Memphis (Sun.) 76 72 Brooklyn
Miami (Sun.) 109 105 Cleveland

Golden State (Sun.) 100 99 Minnesota
New Orleans (Sun.) 110 95 Sacramento
LA Lakers (Sun.) 103 99 Dallas

			
“It was a lot of fun and I’m going to miss is here.”
					
Mike Allison, UMaine men’s basketball senior center
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Split series leaves UM outside looking in
Black Bears leave UMass one point behind Minutemen for final playoff spot with two weeks to play in regular season
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
The University of Maine
men’s hockey team trailed the
University of Massachusetts
by one point for the final spot
in the Hockey East playoffs
before heading to Amherst,
Mass. over the weekend in a
two-night fight for their playoff lives.
Junior goaltender Martin
Ouellette recorded his third
shutout of his career Friday
night in a 2-0 victory. But
UMass returned the next night
by scoring three goals in the
third period to defeat the Black
Bears 5-2. Freshman forward
Jake Rutt and freshman defenseman Ben Hutton led the team
offensively, scoring one goal
each, with Rutt tallying one
assist and Hutton two. Freshman forward Devin Shore also
recorded his team-leading assists — 16 Friday night and 17
Saturday night.
Ouellette saves 30 in 2-0
shutout of Minutemen
The Black Bears skated
into the Mullins Center Friday
night with 14 points in Hockey

East play — good enough for
ninth place in the conference.
UMass held the eighth-place
spot with 15 points, giving
UMaine a perfect opportunity
to get ahead of the Minutemen to squeak into postseason
play.
After a scoreless first period, UMass freshman forward
Shane Walsh committed an
interference penalty, giving
UMaine a power-play opportunity 13:23 into the second
period. Hutton put the Black
Bears on top 1-0 14:14 into the
second period with his third
goal of the season. Shore and
Rutt assisted Hutton on the
power-play goal, which was
their fifth in their last three
games.
A little over 4 minutes later,
Hutton and sophomore forward
Stu Higgins helped junior forward Mark Anthioine score his
third goal of the season to give
the Black Bears a 2-0 lead.
UMass sophomore goaltender Kevin Boyle made 22
saves in the first and second
period before allowing the
two UMaine goals, prompting
Minutemen head coach John

Micheletto to pull him in favor
of sophomore goaltender Steve
Mastalerz. Mastalerz saved all
eight Black Bear shots on goal
in the third period, while Micheletto was credited with the
loss.
Ouellette saved all 30 shots
fired his way, including 10 in
the third period to preserve the
2-0 shutout, giving the Black
Bears 16-15 lead over UMass
in the Hockey East standings.
Offensive
leaders
for
UMass include junior forward
Brandon Gracel with five shots
on goal, junior defenseman
John Hanley with four shots
on goal, and junior forwards
Micheal Pereiera and Conor
Sheary with three shots on
goal each.
UMass scores three in
third to re-take the final
playoff spot
Sheary, sophomore forward
Zack LaRue and senior forward Kevin Czepiel all scored
in the third period for the Minutemen, splitting their weekend series with UMaine after a
two-period tie game. The win
also leapfrogs the Minutemen
over the Black Bears to their

Hockey East standings before
the weekend started. Once
again, UMaine is left on the
outside looking in.
UMass scored two goals,
less than 2 minutes in the first
period, in an effort to split the
series. The first one came 5:51
into the first period, with senior forward Rocco Carzo and
sophomore forward Stephen
Guzzo assisting junior defenseman Adam Phillips, giving
the Minutemen a 1-0 lead.
Junior forward Branden
Gracel provided the second
goal of the period at the 7:47
expiration mark, scoring his
14th goal of the season. Searly
and junior defenseman Joel
Hanley provided the assists on
the play.
UMaine began their comeback in the second period the
same way they began their
scoring the previous night.
Hutton, Shore and Rutt teamed
up again on a power play after
Phillips committed an interference penalty. This time, Rutt
put the puck in the net to cut
the UMass lead to 2-1 5:36
See Men’s Hockey on B4
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The University of Maine men’s hockey team is on the verge of missing the playoffs after splitting with the University of Massachusetts

ESPN Black Bears drop season finale at UNH
too good
for NHL
coverage
Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus

Column
NHL not good enough for
ESPN
ESPN’s lack of hockey
coverage is no secret. “The
Worldwide Leader in Sports”
would rather follow baseball’s
impending spring training
— still weeks away — than
talk about Viktor Fasth’s unexpected start in net for the
Anaheim Ducks or the Los
Angeles Kings’ apparent Stanley Cup hangover.
SportsCenter will spend
hours following
Tim Tebow
—
who
is surely
the most
overrated
backup in
the history
of sports
By Jon
—
and
Ouellette
dissecting
every last
syllable Dwight Howard utters after each Lakers practice.
Yet they have no time to talk
about the New Jersey Devils’
surprising start, in the absence
of former franchise cornerstone Zach Parise, or the early
struggles of preseason playoff
hopefuls, including the Buffalo Sabres or Washington
Capitals.
The reality is that hockey’s
popularity is growing; ESPN
and those who don’t rely on it
for their sports’ coverage are
missing out. Last year was the
highest revenue and grossing
season in the sport’s history
because many people are beginning to recognize and appreciate the skill, athleticism
and courage it takes to play
this game. Hockey is as entertaining to watch as spring
training baseball is slow and
dull to sit through.
No other sport combines
See NHL on B4

The University of Maine
women’s hockey team took on
the University of New Hampshire Wildcats on Saturday and
Sunday in both teams’ final
regular season series. The rivals
skated to a 2-2 draw in game one
on Saturday before UNH edged
out the 2-1 victory at the Whittemore Center the following day.
Treacy Saves 49 UMaine
Women’s Hockey Draws with
UNH 2-2
In her first start since a 3-2
loss to Union College Dec. 15,
University of Maine freshman
goaltender Meghann Treacy
stopped 49 of the 51 shots she
faced, pacing the Black Bears to
a 2-2 tie against UNH Saturday
afternoon.
UMaine got off to a hot start
in the opening stanza, beating
UNH sophomore goaltender

File photo

The University of Maine women’s hockey team tied and lost in its last series of the regular season at
the University of New Hampshire.

Jenn Gilligan twice, to stretch
out to a 2-0 lead, heading into
the first intermission.
Senior defender Chloe Tinkler netted her second goal of
the season less than 3 minutes
into the game after capitalizing
on a loose puck in the Wildcat’s
zone. Sophomore forward Jennifer More and junior forward
Kayla Kaluzny each earned assists on the goal that made it 10.
Senior forward Brittany
Dougherty scored the final
Black Bear goal — her teamleading 13th of the season — off
Kaluzny’s second assist of the
contest, with just under 6 minutes remaining in the first period. Sophomore forward Hailey
Browne was also credited with
an assist, after her initial shot
was saved by Gilligan. Dougherty was there to put home the
See Women’s Hockey on B4

Bodine ties school record in route of UVM
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

University of Maine freshman guard Lauren Bodine tied a school
record after hitting 7 3-pointers in Tuesday’s win over Vermont.

The University of Maine
women’s basketball team had a
busy week last week: the team
boasted a near record-breaking
performance; head coach Richard
Barron received a buzz cut after
freshman guard Lauren Bodine’s
record-tying seven 3-pointers
helped UMaine to defeat the University of Vermont Catamounts
73-63 during Tuesday night’s
Play 4Kay game; and Bodine also
shined for UMaine in the Black
Bear’s 56-53 loss Saturday, scoring a career-high 16 points in the
contest against the Stony Brook
University Seawolves.
“At the beginning all my teammates were driving and kicking
out to me, so that helped me get
the space that I needed then to
step up and knock them down,”
Bodine said.
The Black Bears played Tuesday with a major size disadvantage: freshman center Anna Heise,
sophomore forward Danielle Walczak and senior forward Corrine
Wellington sat out, leaving freshman forward Mikaela Gustafsson
the only Maine player in the game
who was over 6 feet tall.
Sophomore guard Courtney
Anderson, who recorded a double-double, and Bodine played

all 40 minutes. Anderson, the
smallest player on the team at 5
feet 6 inches tall, led the team in
rebounds with 10, shooting nine
of 14 from the floor, three of four
from the foul line and a 3 pointer; she finished with 22 points.
Bodine made 75 percent of all
of her shots on the night, making eight of 11, including seven
of nine from the 3-point line for
24 points. Freshman guard Liz
Wood played scored 17 points in
34 minutes for UMaine.
UMaine and Vermont traded
baskets for the first 5 minutes
of the game before Bodine and
UVM freshman guard Lauren
Atwood went into a 3-point shot
battle. With the score knotted up
at six, with 16 minutes to play in
the first half. Atwood and Bodine
hit four consecutive 3-pointers to
make the score 12-12 with 13:15
to play.
Atwood finished with six
points, five rebounds and four assists for the Catamounts.
The Black Bears and Catamounts continued to go basket
for basket in the first half. Neither
team took a lead of more than four
points throughout the first 10 minutes of the game.
UVM senior forward Lauren Buschmann and sophomore
guard Tierra Shumpert took the
Catamounts on an 8-1 run that

concluded with 7:49 to play in
the first half, but Bodine made a
3-point shot to swing the momentum back to the Black Bears’ side,
as she did many times during the
game. Bodine made three 3 pointers in a row for the Black Bears to
go on a 12-2 run over 6 minutes
of play, making the score 30-29
in favor of UMaine with 1:38 to
go. Anderson made a jump shot,
and Catamount sophomore Kayla
Burchill hit a 3 to bring the score
to a 32-32 tie at the end of the first
half.
With 14:32 left to play in the
game, UVM went on 7-0 run, taking a 45-41 lead over the Black
Bears. In games past, it was typical to see the Black Bears fall
behind, letting the opposing team
pull away. After trading a couple
of baskets, Anderson and Wood
made 3s. Also, a couple of free
throws by freshman guard Chantel Charles put the Black Bears
up 51-46 with 10 minutes to play.
UMaine would not relinquish the
lead.
“I was holding up three fingers for other people hitting 3s,”
Anderson said. “I was having a
good time, and I think over the
past couple games we’ve built
fun back into playing basketball:
We’ve been smiling, having fun
See Women’s BBall on B4
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UMaine falls to Stony Brook on senior day
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The University of Maine men’s basketball team fell to Stony Brook
on Senior Day 69-53 on Sunday afternoon.

The first-place Stony Brook
Seawolves held the University of
Maine to 34.5 percent shooting
from the field en route to a 69-53
victory on Sunday afternoon on
the Black Bears’ senior day.
Stony Brook — 21-6 overall,
12-2 America East — jumped out
to a hot start, shooting 50 percent
from the field in the first half,
scoring 44 points in the paint; they
only turned the ball over seven
times and kept the Black Bears out
of their offensive rhythm throughout the game, living up to their
fifth overall field-goal percentage
defensive ranking in the nation at
36.8 percent.
Senior forward Tommy Brenton led the Seawolves with a gritty
stat line, scoring 13 points, grabbing 19 rebounds and chipping in
seven assists. Freshman forward
Jameel Warney added 15 points
on 7-12 shooting and grabbed
seven rebounds.
“This is a team you have to
play well against for all 40 minutes,” said UMaine head coach
Ted Woodward.
The loss drops the Black Bears

to 11-17 overall and 6-9 in the
conference. It is only the Black
Bears’ fourth loss at home this
season, but UMaine seemed flat
on this senior day. Junior forward
Alasdair Fraser led the Black
Bears with 15 points, including
3-5 from the 3-point line; he also
added seven rebounds. Senior forward Mike Allison tallied eight
points and six rebounds with one
blocked shot in his last game at
Alfond Arena.
“I didn’t think we played with
the intensity we needed to today,”
Woodward said. “Top to bottom, I
thought we were sloppy. I thought
we played with it in pockets, but
you can’t do that against a very
good basketball team like Stony
Brook.”
The highlight for the Black
Bears came early in the first half.
Freshman guard Shaun Lawton caught the ball in the corner
where Fraser went out to set a
screen. Lawton quickly split the
Seawolves defenders, getting into
the paint before dishing a low
bounce pass back to Fraser for the
nice finish and cutting the Stony
Brook lead to 11-8 with just over
12 minutes to go in the half.
The Seawolves would respond

with an 8-0 run highlighted by a
three at the top of the key by senior
guard Marcus Rouse — who finished the game with eight points
— and a pull-up jumper in transition by junior guard Dave Coley
who finished with 12 points including 6 for 8 from the foul line.
“I knew it would be difficult to
come up here and play and I always worry about senior nights,”
said Stony Brook head coach
Steve Pikiell. “We wanted to keep
them out of transition and we did
that by scoring and getting to the
free throw line.”
Stony Brook finished shooting
42 percent from the field and went
14-22 from the charity stripe.
The Black Bears were unable to
match the Seawolves efficiency,
shooting 8-15 from the free throw
line and 20-58 from the field.
The Black Bears only turned the
ball over 12 times, but were outhustled as Stony Brook scored 16
second chance points and 8 fast
break points.
“The intensity wasn’t there,”
Fraser said. “There is no excuse
for not getting back on defense.”
It seemed the Black Bears may
have a chance as Lawton hit a fallaway three, as time expired in the

first half, to cut the lead to 25-35.
The Seawolves came out hot in
the second half with a quick 8-3
run, giving the Seawolves a 43-28
lead with just over 17 minutes to
play. Stony Brook would lead by
as much as 23 points but the Black
Bears kept fighting.
Six points by sophomore guard
Xavier Pollard in the games final
10 minutes — 10 points, 11 rebounds, two assists, five turnovers
— and a late three by sophomore
guard Justin Edwards — 12
points, six rebounds — cut the
lead to 11 with just over a minute
to go. Stony Brook would respond
with two Coley free throws to put
the game out of reach.
“They did a great job of packing the paint in and taking away
lanes,” Allison said.
The Black Bears paid tribute to
the team’s two seniors Allison and
Jon McAllian before the game
started.
“It was a lot of fun, and I’m going to miss it here,” Allison said
in response to his last game at Alfond arena.
UMaine will wrap up regular
season play on Sunday, March 3
at 1 p.m., at the University of New
Hampshire.

UMaine track and field competes at NE Championships
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
After competing in the America East Championships, qualifying members of the University
of Maine men’s and women’s
track and field teams traveled to
Boston University for the New
England Championships.
The men’s team scored 31
points, finishing in eighth place
out of 36 teams after sitting in
17th place following day one of
the competition. Junior hurdler
James Reed and senior thrower
Justin Gagne led the way while
junior heptathlon athlete Matte
Toothaker broke the school record.
Sophomore thrower Robyn
McFetters and distance runner

Carolyn Stocker led the woman’s team to an 18th place finish
out of 34 with 12 points.
The University of Connecticut swept the men’s and women’s
New England Championships,
with the men’s team racking up
164.5 points and the women’s
team scoring 139.33 points.
On day one, Reed posted a
top-three school mark in the 60meter hurdles with a time of 8.07
seconds during the preliminary
round. During the finals on day
two, Reed bested the time he set
the day before, running the event
in 8.04 seconds and finishing
fourth overall.
Gagne also took home a thirdplace finish, throwing the shot
put a distance of 57 feet 3 inches.
Also finishing in third place was

junior distance runner Alexander
Moser, finishing the 1-mile run
in a time of 4 minutes, 7.78 seconds, a top-five school mark.
Toothaker set the school re-

third place in the shot put, with
a throw of 37 feet 11.5 inches.
Sophomore teammate Jake
Leithiser finished fourth overall
in the heptathlon with a score of

Toothaker set the school record in
the heptathlon, finishing in third
place overall with 4,908 points.

cord in the heptathlon, finishing
in third place overall with 4,908
points. Toothaker finished third
place in the pole out of the heptathlon athletes, with a height
of 13 feet 9.25 inches, and

4,883 points.
Junior jumper Frank Del
Duca finished seventh in the
long jump with a jump of 22 feet
9.25 inches, which is a top 10
school mark.

Stocker competed in the
5,000-meter run, finishing in a
time of 17 minutes 23.24 seconds, a top 5 school time.
Junior pentathlon athlete Allison Fereshetian placed sixth
place, scoring 3,319 points.
Pole vaulters freshman Jaclyn Masters and senior Angelica
Nelligan-Smith took ninth and
16th place, respectively, with
vaults of 11 feet 1.75 inches and
10 feet 8 inches.
Qualifying athletes will return to Boston University next
week for the Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes of
America Championships for the
men and the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference Championships for the women. The event
will be held at the Boston Uni-

versity Track and Field Pavilion
in Boston, Mass. The two-day
event starts on Saturday, March
2 at noon and concludes Sunday, March 3, at noon.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association national
championships will be hosted
by the University of Arkansas
on March 8 and 9 to conclude
the indoor track and field season.
UMaine opens up their outdoor track and field season at
the University of Miami Hurricane Invitational on March
15 and 16. The only home meet
UMaine will host this season is
scheduled for March 30 at 11
a.m., when they will compete
with the University of New
Hampshire and Bates College.

UMaine baseball picks up first victory of season
Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
With the first series jitters
out of the way, the University of
Maine baseball team cruised to
their first victories of the season,
taking two of three games from
Stetson University in Deland,
Fla. The Black Bears pitched and
defended considerably better than
in their first series at Auburn, but
it was their offense that proved to
be the true difference maker. The
Black Bears collected 40 hits and
produced 29 runs en route to their
7-1 and 16-4 wins in the final two
games of the series, having endured a 6-3 loss in the opener.
The offensive explosion came
in the series finale, where the
Black Bears grabbed 16 runs on
19 hits while holding the Hatters
offense at bay in the process.
UMaine grabbed an early
lead with two unearned runs in
the first two innings off a slew
of Stetson miscues. After sophomore left fielder Sam Balzano
singled to left and advanced to
second on an error, sophomore
right fielder Scott Heath brought
home Balzano after reaching on

a fielding error by the shortstop.
The Black Bears produced another run in the second, when junior second baseman Troy Black
reached on another Stetson error
that allowed junior third baseman Eric White to score, making
it 2-0 UMaine.
After three straight singles to
lead off the third, the Black Bears
had a chance to pad their lead
with a bases-loaded opportunity.
Balzano stepped in and ripped
a single to right that scored one
and kept the bases loaded for
UMaine. The bases would not
stay loaded for long, as senior
shortstop Mike Fransoso doubled
to the gap in right center to clear
the bases and extend the Black
Bears’ lead. UMaine would get
RBI singles later in the inning
by Heath, freshman designated
hitter Luke Mogel and junior
catcher Mike Connolly, making
it 9-0.
UMaine loaded the bases
again in the fifth and grabbed
another run when junior first
baseman Alex Calbick hit into a
double play that allowed Balzano
to score from third. With a runner still on third, White stepped

in next and hammered one off
the fence in left field for a tworun homer to pad the Black Bears
lead at 12-0.
Black Bear senior pitcher A.J.
Bazdanes sailed through the first
five innings without issue, but
ran into trouble in the sixth. Bazdanes allowed a walk, hit a batter and gave up a single to load
the bases with nobody out in the
sixth. The right handers’ mistakes would be costly, as Stetson
freshman catcher Konner Lutz
ripped a bases-clearing double
to left center and then scored on
an RBI single from freshman
second baseman Kevin Fagan.
Freshman righthander Burke
FitzPatrick came in to grab the final two out of the inning, but the
Hatters were now on the board
and dropped the Black Bear lead
to 12-4.
After Calbick got one back
for UMaine in the seventh with
an RBI single to right, the Black
Bears would cap their scoring
with three runs in the eighth.
Freshman catcher Jonathan Salcedo and freshman second baseman Shane Bussey entered the
game for the Black Bears and

produced RBI singles, while
junior center fielder Colin Gay
picked up an RBI after grounding into a double play.
FitzPatrick and sophomore
reliever Steve Trask would combine for 3 2/3 scoreless innings of
relief to seal the 16-4 victory for
UMaine.
Balzano paced the Black
Bears offense with four hits and
an RBI, while Fransoso added
two hits and three RBIs. White
and Black chipped in two hits
and two RBIs apiece.
Stetson received three hits
from sophomore center fielder
Tanner Blackman as well as Lutz,
who also chipped in three RBIs.
In game two, the Black Bears
picked up their first win of the
young season with a dazzling
performance from junior starter
Tommy Lawrence. The righthander went eight strong innings,
giving up just one run and striking out six, for his first victory as
a Black Bear.
UMaine got a lift offensively
from Heath, who collected four
hits and four RBIs in the contest.
Heath picked up RBI singles in
the sixth and the eighth before

adding a two-run single in the
ninth to cap his end of the offense.
After Heath got them on the
board in the sixth, the Black
Bears struck again in the eighth
as Balzano produced an RBI
fielder’s choice before Heath
struck again to give the Black
Bears a 3-0 lead.
Stetson grabbed a run in the
eighth with an RBI double from
sophomore shortstop Tyler Bocock, but UMaine would add insurance in the ninth. Black beat
out a bunt between the pitcher
and first that scored sophomore outfielder Brian Doran for
the first run of the inning. Gay
stepped in next and picked up an
RBI after reaching on an error
that scored Black. Heath stepped
in and finished things off with
his fourth single of the game that
scored Gay and White.
Junior righthander Shaun
Coughlin, trying to bounce back
after giving up four runs at Auburn, threw a scoreless ninth to
give UMaine the 7-1 victory.
In the opener, the Hatters
scored five runs in the seventh
and eighth off junior starter Fran

Whitten and junior reliever D.J.
Voisine and the Black Bear bats
were unable to answer late in a
6-3 loss.
UMaine got out to a 2-1 lead
going into the seventh after RBI
fielder’s choices from Heath and
Whitten. Sophomore starter Luke
Morrill kept the Black Bear lead
intact by giving up just one run
over 5 1/3, but Stetson took advantage soon after Morrill exited
the ball game.
Senior right fielder James Rasmussen ripped a two-run double
in the seventh off Whitten to take
the lead and senior designated
hitter Mitch Brennan extended
the advantage with an RBI single
to right, making it 4-1.
Fagan and Bocock added RBI
singles of their own in the eighth
to up the Stetson lead to 6-2.
Fransoso added a sacrifice fly
in the ninth to make it 6-3, but
that’s as close as UMaine would
get.
The Black Bears, now holding a record of 2-5, will take a
week off before heading back
down to Florida for a 10-game
swing around the sunshine state,
March 2-13.

Spoehr looks to lead pitching staff in ‘13
Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Reporter

Courtesy photo

Senior softball pitcher Beth
Spoehr looks to lead the University of Maine during her final
season.

University of Maine senior
softball pitcher Beth Spoehr
went 5-9 in 13 starts for the last
season, pitching eight complete
games in 75 innings and striking
out 42 batters. Spoehr also threw
a complete game against Long
Island University — a three-hit
shutout victory with seven strikeouts — and against California
State University at Northridge, a
shutout, two-hit win.
Spoehr started pitching when
she was 8 years old, following
in her older sister’s footsteps.
When her sister stopped playing, Spoehr continued pitching
softball, eventually reaching the
Division I level.
“My sister — who is 18
months older than me — wanted
to be a pitcher, so my dad would

take us to throw and learn how
to pitch together,” Spoehr said. “I
really enjoyed it, and my dad really encouraged me to stay with
it and practice.”
Once Spoehr entered high
school, she had a feeling she
could take her talents to the next
level and achieve the goals she
had set as a child.
“I realized I could play D-I
softball when I was a freshman
or sophomore in high school.
Growing up I always wanted to
play D-I, that was always my
goal,” she said.
This year, the Black Bears
have only played four games,
going 1-3 in the University of
South Carolina Upstate tournament. The team is still finding its
identity and working hard to improve before March 1, when their
next game is scheduled.
“I thought we played well, and

we scored first in every game [in
the tournament],” Spoehr said.
“There were positives and negatives. We just need to work on
communicating and playing as a
team, and we need to expect to
win, not hope to win.”
So far, Spoehr has seen action
in three games, going 1-1 with
a total 7 strikeouts and a 3.23
Eaned Run Average. She recorded five strikeouts in UMaine’s
opening, a 9-1 win against North
Carolina Central University.
“This offseason, I focused a
lot of my attention on improving my change-up,” Spoehr said.
“I’m just focusing on taking it
one pitch at a time and remembering to look around and just
enjoy the game.”
Spoehr has confidence in her
team and strongly believes the
Black Bears will have a solid season, despite the preseason rank-

ings that projected the team to
finish in the middle of the pack.
Spoehr thinks she and the team
still need to improve in order to
finish out the season better than
people expect.
“We need to get better at
communicating and keeping our
energy up throughout the entire
game,” Spoehr said. “And I need
to get better at shutting the team
down the first inning and coming
out with a strong start.”
Spoehr also believes that the
team is just starting to find its potential, giving the fans a chance
to see how the season will unfold.
“We’re working together really well; and if everyone does
their job and works hard, we will
have a successful season,” she
said. “There is a lot of potential
on this team. I think it will come
out throughout the season.”

Being a senior, Spoehr also
took some time to reflect on her
career as a Black Bear and gave
insight into her future.
“I’m glad I took the chance
and came to UMaine. I think I got
a lot of unique opportunities here
and have met some great people,” she said. “I received a great
opportunity to pitch on a team in
Sweden for the entire summer
and part of fall, and I will also be
helping coach and working with
the pitchers on the team.”
Spoehr relishes in the chance
to pitch and compete at the D-I
level.
“I love to pitch and have a
passion for the game. I am the
happiest when I am pitching. I
think it is such a cool and unique
position to play, especially in
softball. It is so much fun,” she
said. “I get to do the thing I love,
day after day.”
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MEC basketball writers make March Madness picks
Column
It’s been king of hill thus
far in college basketball. Every time somebody establishes
dominance at the top of the
hill, a hungry team
lurks in the
shadows to
pull off a
major upset
that sends
ripples
throughout
the
By Charlie
constantly
Merritt
changing
standings.
Michigan, Indiana, Duke
and Louisville have all had a
stints as college basketball’s
top dog, but who has a chance
to really cut down the nets in
April? Sometimes it’s not the
best team: It’s the hottest team.
In a season defined by parity,
recent play and a balanced roster could be even more important.
Rick Pitino’s Louisville
Cardinals are poised for a
deep run. After spending one
week with the No. 1 rank, the
public jumped off of the Cardinals bandwagon after dropping three straight in January.
As reported by ESPN.com, the
Cardinals are outscoring their
opponent by 0.16 points per
possession, which is good for
tops in the Big East. It may
not seem like much, but this
is the same number last year’s
No. 1 seed and 17-1 Syracuse
Orangemen outpaced their opponents by — one of the best
teams in recent memories.
Their defense is stout and
Louisville may possess the
best backcourt in the nation.
They key to the Cardinals success will be contingent with
the play of guards Russ Smith
and Peyton Siva. Both notorious speedsters who can both
take over a game — Smith av-

erages a team-high 18.4 points
per game and Siva averages
9.9 points per game and six
assists — guard play is known
to separate teams down the
stretch. It’s the most complete
team in the nation with one
of the best coaches in college
basketball. It’s hard for me not
to picture Louisville in the final four come April.
I may be biased saying the
Arizona Wildcats pose one of
the best threats to call themselves champions at the end
of the season because I have
rooted for the team from Tuscon since I won a jersey on a
Mountain Dew bottle cap in
seventh grade, but hear me out.
Arizona is led by the senior
transfer from Xavier Mark Lyons, and senior forward Solomon Hill. Lyons — 15.3 ppg
— is an explosive guard who
score points in bunches, but
he is not in the assist business — 2.0
apg.
Hill is the leader
on this team, averaging 13.9 points
per game and 5.5
rebounds per game,
but most importantly sets the pace on
defense. Arizona is
battle tested, winning close games
against ranked opponents, such as
Florida, Miami and
San Diego State, and went to
the final four, two years ago,
under Sean Miller without
quite as much talent. Combine the aforementioned factors with sophomore guard
Nick Johnson — whose vertical is rumored to be 45 inches
— and this team could march
deep into the tourney.
Watch out for the Kansas Jayhawks. Similar to the
Cardinals, everybody forgot
about Bill Self’s team after
they dropped three straight to

the likes of Oklahoma State,
Oklahoma, and their worst to
TCU. Now the Jayhawks have
quietly won four games in a
row and may possess the best
player in the nation: 20-year
old freshman Ben McLemore.
Seven-foot center Jeff
Withey is dominating the
paint, leading to a superb .82
points per possession for the
Jayhawks in the four-game
winning streak. The superb
play on the perimeter and interior could propel Bill Self’s
squad in the tournament.
Other notable teams on
fire right now is the Pac-12’s
California Golden Bears. The
Golden Bears have won five
games in a row and will host
their last three conference
games at home. With junior
guard Allen Crabbe developing into a star — 19.0 ppg and
5.8 rpg — the golden Bears

Charlie’s Picks:
Louisville
Arizona
Kansas
Darkhorses:
California
Memphis

could surprise a lot of people.
The last sleeper is the Memphis Tigers. Memphis is once
again undefeated in Conference USA in their final year in
the conference and play some
of the best defense I’ve seen
this year outside of the Florida
Gators. The key to this team
is D.J. Stephens, who has become a star in Memphis for his
ability to do the little things
and remarkable floor efficiency, shooting 69 percent on the
season.

Patrick a huge boost for
NASCAR’s popularity
Column
Dominated by men since its
inception,
NASCAR has
a new, female
rival, who is
stealing the
spotlight from
motorsport
champions
and figureheads. Not
By Jacob
only is she
Posik
different from
the rest, she’s
good.
Danica Patrick sat on the pole
for the 55th running of the Great
American Race, a feat that has
never been matched by another
woman in the sport. Along with
her pole award, she led laps and
finished eighth, being the first
woman in NASCAR ever to do
so.
Throughout the weekend, Patrick’s every move received media
coverage, and she made a splash
in the media with her new follow-

ing. Hundreds of little girls from
all over the U.S. came to Daytona
International Speedway in Daytona Beach, Fla., to watch their new
hero race against greats, including
Jimmie Johnson, Jeff Gordon and
Dale Earnhardt Jr., for the chance
to be crowned champion of the
Daytona 500.
Patrick’s eighth-place finish
places her as highest woman finisher in NASCAR history. A former open-wheel IndyCar racer,
she used her talents at Daytona to
prove she has what it takes to race
with the big boys.
With a car owned by StewartHaas Racing and engines provided by Hendrick Motorsports, Patrick has top-of-the-line equipment
backing her first full season on the
NASCAR circuit.
During the 500, she never
dropped below 11th place in a
field of 43 cars and was in third as
she was going into the final turns
on the last lap. Veterans Earnhardt
Jr. and Mark Martin teamed up in
turns three and four, getting some
clean air and a big run on the bot-

tom groove, sending Patrick to the
back of the pack of leading cars.
With only one-eighth of a mile left
in the race, Patrick was unable to
recover and slipped back to eighth
place, her finishing position.
Having a successful woman
in NASCAR means so much
for the sport. Patrick’s efforts in
NASCAR during speed weeks in
Daytona made national headlines,
and she was a constant story on
ESPN throughout the past week.
Not only is the culture of NASCAR changed, now that a woman
is racing in their male-dominated
series, what Patrick is accomplishing gives hopes to underdogs and
women in every sport to follow
their dreams.
Sitting at seventh place in the
series standings after the first race
of the year, Patrick is off to a great
start to the 2013 season. With her
support from Stewart-Haas racing, Hendrick Motorsports and
her thousands of new fans, she’s
on the right track to make a run at
being the first woman NASCAR
champion in history.

Column
The 2012-13 NCAA basketball season has been one
with many twists and turns.
There has been plenty of thrill
and shock
since the
beginning
of play in
October,
but nothing
will
compare
to the madness that is
By Joe
set to comDuball
mence in
a week’s
time.
Yes, folks, it’s that glorious
time of the year again: March
Madness.
The tournament is a cause
for excitement every year, but
the parity that exists among Di-

Joe’s Picks:
Duke
Gonzaga
Florida
Indiana
Darkhorses:
Butler
Missouri
vision I ranks leaves a general
feeling among fans and experts
that this year will be one of the
best tournaments in quite some
time. This parity has been evident by all year long — especially in the last month — as
the top 10 gets shuffled around
on a weekly basis, due to both
ranked and unranked upsets.
Selection Sunday is looming, and teams are entering
what will be an entertaining
stretch run; but, more than
anything, it will be a showcase of why they deserve to
have a spot in the tournament.
There is a lot to be sorted out,
in terms of lower seeds in the
tournament over the coming
weeks, but there are four teams
that have separated from the
pack, in terms of top seeds. Of
course the four top seeds will
not be determined until the
final week of the season, but
here are those predicted to top
each region:

Indiana University- The
Hoosiers are in line to take
the number one overall seed
in the tournament and top the
Midwest region. After enduring a last minute loss to Illinois on Feb. 7, the Hoosiers
have re-established themselves
with victories over seeded foes
Michigan, Michigan State and
Ohio State. The Hoosiers will
continue to ride the shoulders
of star forwards Cody Zeller
and Victor Oladipo on their
quest to a title, but key players, including guards Jordan
Hulls and Christian Watford,
are players to keep an eye on
as well.
Duke University- It seems
as though the Blue Devils get
their name in the conversation
of top tournament seeds every
year, with this year being no
different. Mike Krzyzewski’s
bunch has run through the rigorous ACC ranks
once again this year
and come out clean
on the other side.
They had one embarrassing loss at
the hands of Miami
(FL) where they
were run out of the
gym, but past that
the Blue Devils
are having a typical Duke season.
With Miami being
knocked off last
week, Duke can
now settle back into the No. 1
seed in the East region.
Gonzaga University- The
Zags are the surprise of this
year’s season and upcoming
tournament. Led by the rising star power of center Kelly
Olynk and the superior coaching of longtime head coach
Mark Few, Gonzaga is riding
a 10-game winning streak over
the last month. They face a
test this week against Brigham
Young University, but it’s conceivable that the Zags could
run the table through the West
Coast Conference tournament
and steal the automatic bid
from other teams en route to
their No. 1 seed in the West
region.
University of Florida- The
Gators have inherited the No.
1 seed from Miami, Fla., after the Hurricanes were upset
by Wake Forest on Saturday.
The Gators were the talk of
the town early in the season -

- people even suggested they
could beat a lowly NBA team
-- but they, too, suffered a huge
setback with an 80-69 loss
to unranked Arkansas. Head
coach Billy Donovan has been
in this position before and has
a knack for building champions, but the Gators will need to
maneuver through a tough remaining schedule against SEC
foes to tighten their grip on the
top seed in the South region.
While these are just a few
teams that are pulling away
from the pack at the moment,
they could fall right back
down to earth at any given moment. Teams including Miami,
Michigan, Michigan State and
Kansas, are all lurking on the
horizon and waiting for their
opportunity to limb back into
contention for a top seed.
While these top teams all
are favored to advance with
ease through the tournament
and have the inside track to a
title, there are lower seeded
teams that have potential to
make a push. One team that is
always worth watching is the
Butler Bulldogs. Head coach
Brad Stevens’ club is projected
as a No. 3 or No. 4 seed, but his
coaching experience in tournament play and the presence of
veteran players like Andrew
Smith make the Bulldogs a
force to be reckoned with at
the big dance. Another team to
watch is the Missouri Tigers.
It has been an up-and-down
season for the Tigers, but they
have the same makeup as Butler. They have some seasoned
veterans in guard Phil Pressey
and center Alex Oriakhi, who
transferred this year from the
2012 champion Connecticut
Huskies. More importantly,
Frank Haith is still at the helm
for the Tigers, and he is another
coach who knows what it takes
to win in March. The road will
be harder for the Tigers as they
will likely land a double-digit
seed, but stranger things have
happened this time of year.
Even after all the analysis
and predictions, there is really
no telling where things will
stand with so many dominoes
left to fall. While nothing is
a sure thing when it comes to
college basketball in March,
fans can always be assured that
the road to the title will be a
ride worth watching every step
of the way.

Sigma Phi Epsilon at the Annual Track Meet Held in the
Field House.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
UPCOMING EVENTS
March Madness Basketball Tourney (Mens, Womens):
March 11, Free For UMaine Students
Volleyball (Mens, Womens, CoEd):
March 14, Free For UMaine Students

TOTAL

SORORITY

377.5
278
227
193.5
180
145
95

Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
Pi Beta Phi
Delta Zeta
Alpha Phi
Phi Mu
Delta Phi Epsilon

TOTAL

Fraternity

             B.C. KENT GREEK LIFE STANDINGS
635.5		
527		
522.5		
511		
381.5		
257.5		
202		
180		
175		
147.5		
135		
100		
90		
50		
35		

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Beta Theta Pi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Gamma Delta
Alpha Gamma Rho
Phi Kappa Sigma
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Iota Nu Kappa
Alpha Tau Omega
Lamba Chi Alpha
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Chi
Theta Chi

Umaine intramural sports
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Men’s Hockey
from B1

into the second period.
Only 1:40 later, freshman
defenseman Bill Norman tied
the game up for the Black
Bears with his second goal
of the year, assisted by senior
forward Klas Leidermark and
sophomore forward Andrew
Cerretani.

Women’s BBall
from B1

out on the court and just playing
off each other.”
Bodine, Wood and Anderson
led the pull away, as UVM didn’t
come closer than 7 points to the
Black Bears the rest of the way.
After icing the game with free
throws, UMaine won consecutive
games for the first time season to
improve their record to 4-22.
On Saturday’s game at Stony
Brook, UMaine could not hold
a 25-19 halftime lead as Bodine
lead the team with 16 points in the
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UMaine was prompted to
take a timeout 1:43 into the
third period, due to two unsportsmanlike conduct penalties against UMaine freshman
forward Ryan Lomberg and
Czepiel 4 seconds into the period and a high sticking penalty by Shore. Gracel and Carzo
assisted LaRue to score the
game-winning goal just over a
minute later.
UMass made their lead 4-2

when Sheary scored his ninth
goal of the year with the assist
coming from both Hanley and
Allen.
UMaine head coach Tim
Whitehead pulled Ouellette
from the net with 1:28 to play
in an attempt to try and tie
the game, but Czepiel put the
game away with an empty netter to give the Minutemen a 52 victory.
Ouellette saved 22 for the

Black Bears, while Mastalerz
saved 23 in the game for
UMass.
The Black Bears take on
last-place Northeastern University in their final home series of the season, Mar. 1 and 2
at 7 p.m. UMass will visit the
University of New Hampshire,
who is currently tied atop the
Hockey East standings with 28
points alongside Providence
College and Boston College.

loss.
Wood and Bodine picked up
where they left off against UVM,
leading the Black Bears out to a
13-5 lead in the first 5 minutes.
Freshman guard Sophie Weckstrom also contributed to the early
lead, with a 3 pointer of her own.
Stony Brook sophomore forward Sabre Proctor led the team to
within five after Weckstrom made
her second 3 of the game, making
the score 16-11 with just under 12
minutes to play in the first half.
With 3:53 to play in the half,
Weckstrom hit a free throw to
make UMaine’s lead 25-16. The
Seawolves held the Black Bears

scoreless until UMaine freshman
guard Ashleigh Roberts hit a jump
shot, 1:27 into the second half.
Proctor scored 15 points in the
second half, while senior guard
Dani Klupenger scored nine to
lead the Seawolves second-half
comeback.
UMaine’s largest lead came
after consecutive Bodine 3 pointers at the 12:31 mark, putting the
Black Bears up 39-29.
Proctor and Klupenger slowly
ate away at the lead until with
4:11 to play, Proctor hit a jump
shot to give the Stony Brook their
first lead of the game with a score
of 48-47.

With 30 seconds to play, Stony
Brook junior guard Chikilra Goodman sank two key free throws to
make the score 55-49 in favor of
the Seawolves. Roberts hit a jump
shot and two free throws to cut
the lead to 55-53. Seawolf junior
guard Tesha Harris made one free
throw to give Stony Brook a 5653 lead, and Bodine missed a 3point attempt at the buzzer to give
the Seawolves a victory.
UMaine’s record sits at 4-23 as
they finish their season this week
with a game at Boston University
Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. and a home game
against rival University of New
Hampshire March 2 at 12 p.m.

Women’s Hockey
from B1

rebound and make it 2-0.
Gilligan stopped 25 of the
27 shots she faced in net for the
Wildcats.
UNH found their stride in the
second frame and used their 176 shot advantage in the period to
bring the score even at two.
Junior forward Hannah Armstrong scored her 11th goal of
the year on a rebound, less than
a minute into the period, to cut
the Black Bear lead to one.
Freshman defender Megan Armstrong created the play after her
slap shot from the blue line was
saved by Treacy. Senior forward
Kristine Horn was also credited
with an assist on the tally.
Horn would notch her second
assist of the game — her 15th of
the season — on freshman defender Alexis Crossley’s powerplay goal a little under 7 minutes
later. Senior forward Kristina
Lavoie recorded her 14th assist
of the year on Crossley’s gametying tally. Among Hockey East
defenders, the freshman now sits
in second place for scoring, with
her fifth power-play goal of the
year that brought the score 2-2
heading into the final frame.
UNH would finish 1-4 with
the extra skater while holding
UMaine scoreless in their two
power-play chances.
Treacy was peppered in the
final 25 minutes as well: She
stopped all 36 shots she faced
to preserve the 2-2 tie. Gilligan
saved 12 shots in the third period and overtime to anchor the
Wildcats.
Carlson’s Game-Winner
Propels UNH to 2-1 Victory
on Senior Day
On Sunday afternoon, freshman forward Sara Carlson netted the game’s final tally, 7 minutes into the third period, and
Gilligan stopped 26 shots to lift
the Wildcats to a 2-1 win over
UMaine in the regular season
finale.
UMaine senior goaltender
Brittany Ott turned aside all 14
shots she faced in the opening
period to match Gilligan’s seven
saves and keep the score deadlocked at zero heading into the
second 20 minutes.

NHL

from B1
the speed, grace, physicality
and variability like a hockey
game. The sport is flat out fun
to watch: Chicago’s Patrick
Kane and Buffalo’s Thomas
Vanek are putting up points on
a nightly basis; upstarts Fasth
and Ottawa’s Craig Anderson
are gaining national attention
for their play in net; and old
veterans, including Tampa
Bay’s Martin St. Louis and
New Jersey’s Patrik Elias, are
showing they can still play
with the best of the best.
If the NHL ceiling is only
getting higher, then why does
the biggest sports network in
the world refuse to televise
games for which the national
relevance, popularity and
audience seem to rise every
year? There is no clear-cut answer.
Yahoo.com’s Greg Wyshynski wrote in 2010 that “it
could be that we’ve been conditioned to separate ESPN
from hockey coverage.”
Puck fans know to go to
NHL Network or NBC Sports
for their hockey fix, because
that is how it’s been since
the NHL lockout of 2004-05
— the last time ESPN covered
hockey with any regularity.
Simply put, we’re used to it.
It could also be the result of
a cultural issue. We live in a
part of the world where individualism is valued over unity
and competition is privileged
to collectivist ideals. In basketball, the value of winning
as a team, through high school
basketball programs, has been
replaced by individual showcases through the implementation of the AAU system, as
Jason Whitlock discusses in
an article for Fox Sports. Instead of vying for tournament
championships in the summer,
young NBA prospects play to
show off their individual skills
— what Whitlock refers to as
the “NCAA/NBA Combine”
for talent scouts.
Don’t get me wrong: I’m
a huge basketball fan as well,
but the AAU-NCAA-NBA
system provides a perfect example of an individualistic
culture having an influence
in the realm of sports and
shows exactly what is wrong

UNH broke the scoreless
tie a little less than 6 minutes
into the second period on their
second power-play goal of the
weekend. Junior forward Nicole
Gifford put home a rebound for
her third tally of the season after Ott failed to control a shot
in front by fellow Armstrong.
Crossley also notched an assist
on the play that made it 1-0.
The Wildcats finished 1-3 on
the power play in game two after going 1-4 the previous day.
The Black Bears went 0-6 with
an extra skater Sunday after being held scoreless during their
two chances in the first game of
the weekend.
UMaine junior forward Brianne Kilgour found the twine
for her seventh goal of the season with just over 3 minutes
remaining in the second period.
Browne and Katy Massey earned
assists on the Black Bears’ lone
goal of the game after Massey’s
drop pass inside the Wildcat
zone gave Kilgour the space to
beat Gilligan on a wrist shot to
even the score at one.
Carlson’s game-winner —
her eighth goal of the season —
came after sophomore forward
Jenna Lascelle forced a turnover
in the Black Bear zone. Fellow
sophomore forward Kayla Mork
won the puck along the boards
and fed Carlson in front to give
UNH the 2-1 advantage.
Gilligan stopped all nine
shots she faced in the final period to pick up her 10th win of
the year. Ott finishes the season
with a record of 5-15-3 following the loss despite racking up
29 saves on 31 shots in game
two.
UNH ends the regular season
with a 14-15-4 record overall,
10-8-3 in Hockey East, and will
host Providence College in the
quarterfinals of the Hockey East
Playoffs.
UMaine loses the season series to UNH, following their 21 loss to the Wildcats Nov. 17.
The Black Bears finish the regular season with a record of 5-234, 2-16-3 in conference, and will
travel to Chestnut Hill, Mass. to
take on No. 2 Boston College in
their Hockey East quarterfinal
matchup on Friday, March 1.
Puck drop for that game is set
for 7 p.m.
with amateur and professional
athletics today. However, that
still won’t stop the extensive
coverage of the NBA while
the NHL receives comparatively little press.
Hockey is different. Winning for your team, town
or name on the front of the
sweater is instilled in hockey
players from the start and is
maintained as players progress from juniors and college
hockey to the NHL. A hockey
game cannot be won by a single skater, which makes it the
ultimate team sport. Hockey
players play for each other,
not just for themselves.
Perhaps that aspect of the
game doesn’t quite fit with
individualistic ideals, but it’s
catching on in the U.S., and
that’s probably a good thing.
Puck fans will survive, regardless of whether ESPN
decides to hop on the hockey
bandwagon or not, and the
NHL will continue to expand
its brand. The league and its
followers will be just fine.
To be fair, ESPN’s online
dedication to reporting hockey has always been above
reproach. Even SportsCenter
has taken more notice of the
NHL lately — mostly because
of the Chicago Blackhawks’
stellar play to start the season,
highlighted by their 4-3 shootout victory over the Vancouver
Canucks Tuesday, which tied
them with the 2006-07 Ducks
for the longest point streak to
begin a season.
The attention is well deserved. But make no mistake
about it, the second the Hawks
lose — and that day will come
— ESPN’s hockey coverage
will slip back into the shadow
of their baseball and basketball obsession, leaving puck
fans to cope with what The
World Wide Leader believes is
appropriate hockey analysis:
quick recap here, a Barry Melrose sighting there, all interspersed with hours of Spring
Training highlights and NFL
and NBA draft prognostications.
Just as the NHL no longer
needs ESPN to survive, ESPN
will continue to enjoy success, whether it amps up the
air time it dedicates to hockey
or not. That’s too bad, because
“Hockey Night on ESPN” sure
has a nice ring to it.
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Scores around
the conferences

Mon. Feb. 25
Baseball
@ Florida A & M, 11 a.m.

Wed. Feb. 27
Women’s Basketball
@ BU, 7 p.m.

Basketball
Stony Brook
UMBC
Vermont
UMaine
BU
Albany
UNH
Hartford
Vermont
Canisus
UNH
Binghamton
UMBC
BU
Stony Brook
UMaine

2/19
2/20

2/23

2/24

Fri. Mar. 1

Women

83
39
73
61
79
69
45
49
87
79
68
56
59
68
69
53

2/20

2/21
2/23

Stony Brook
UMBC
UNH
Hartford
UMaine
Vermont
Albany
BU
BU
UMBC
UNH
Binghamton
Stony Brook
UMaine
Vermont
Albany

Women’s Ice Hockey
Hockey East Quarterfinal @ BC, 7 p.m.

51
52
51
49
73
63
79
72
72
51
42
55
56
53
52   
68

Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving
ECAC Championships @ Harvard, 10 a.m.
Softball
vs. Stephen F. Austin @ Clearwater, Fla.
11 a.m.
Softball
vs. Toledo @ Clearwater, Fla. 1:15 p.m.

Hockey
Men

UMass
Northeastern
UMaine
UMass
Northeastern
Providence
UNH
Vermont
UMass-Lowell
BU

2/19
2/22

4
OT
5     
2
0
2
6
4
3
3
0

2/23

2/24

UNH
Vermont
UMaine
UMass
Northeastern
Providence
UMass-Lowell
BU
BC
Merrimack

1
1
2
5
2
3
3
1
2
1

Hockey
2/19

2/20

Crossword
Solution

2/23

Northeastern
UConn
BC
Providence
UNH
BU
BC
Vermont
UMaine
UNH
Northeastern
Providence

4
0
5
2
0
6
1
1
2
2
5
1

2/24

OT

UMaine
UNH
BC
Vermont
BU
UConn
Providence
Northeastern

1
2
4
0
4
2
3
4

OT

Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Northeastern 7 p.m. TV: WABI

Sat. Mar. 2
Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving
ECAC Championships @ Harvard, 9 a.m.
Men’s & Women’s Track
IC4A/ECAC Championships @ BU, 12
p.m.
Softball
vs. Illinois @ Clearwater, Fla. 10 a.m.
Softball
vs. St. Joseph’s (PA) @ Clearwater, Fla.
2:45 p.m.
Baseball
vs. Western Michigan @ Port Charlotte,
Fla. 2 p.m.
Baseball
vs. Chicago St. @ Port Charlotte, Fla.
5:30 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. UNH, 12 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Northeastern 7 p.m. TV: WABI

Sun. Mar. 3
Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving
ECAC Championships @ Harvard, 9 a.m.
Men’s & Women’s Track
IC4A/ECAC Championships @ BU, 12
p.m.
Baseball vs. St. Louis University @ Port
Charlotte, Fla. 11 a.m.

OT
Softball vs. Florida Gulf Coast @ Clearwater, Fla. 11:30 a.m.
Men’s Basketball
@ UNH, 1 p.m.

Mon. Mar. 4

Suduko
Solution

women

OT

Upcoming Games

Men

B5

Sotball vs. Western Michigan @ Clearwater, Fla. 11 a.m.

Tue. Mar. 5
Baseball
@ Miami, 6 p.m.
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